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COMMERCIAL ENERGY CONSUMERS ASSOCIATION 
OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 

INFORMATION REQUEST #1 

FortisBC Energy Inc. 2016 Rate Design Application Project No. 3698899 

1. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 1-3 and Appendix A2 page 6 and 6 

• Principle ·1: Recovering the Cost of Service; the aggregate of all customer rntes and 
revenues must be sufficient to recover the utility's total cost of service 

• Principle 2: Fair apportionment of costs among customers (appropriate cost recovery 
should be reflected in rates) 

• Principle 3: Price signals that encourage efficient use and discourage inefficient use 

• Principle 4: Customer understanding and acceptance 

• Principle 5: Prnctical and cost-effective to implement (sustainable and meet long-term 
objectives). 

• Principle 6: Rate stability (customer rate impact should be managed) 

• Principle 7: Revenue stability 

• Principle 8: Avoidance of undue discrimination (interclass equity must be enhanced and 
maintained) 

FEI cloes not apply tl-1e eight principles above in any priority or wit11 ony particulm weighting. 
Rate design is a complex balancin~1 process as it frequently requires the applicotion of multiple, 
ancl sometimes conflicting, principles ancl the consideration of viewpoints from various 
stakellolders. In addition, different rate design principles may have varyin~1 levels of importance 
in different contexts. FEI, therefore, applies its experience and judgment to consider and 
balance the most relevant principles in a given context when identifying rate clesign issues ancl 
proposing rate clesi~Jn solutions. Rate design sl1ould strive to strike n balance among competin~1 
rate design principles based on specific characteristics of customers in eacl1 rate schedule. 

Revenue-related Atttibutes: 
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2. Revenue stability and predictability, with a minimum of unexpected changes 

seriously adverse to utility companies. 

3. Stability and predictability of the rates themselves. with a minimum of 

unexpected changes seriously adverse to ratepayers, and with a sense of 

historical continuity. 

Cost-related Attributes: 

4. Static efficiency of the rate classes and rate blocks in discouraging wasteful 

use of the service, white promoting all justified types and amounts of use: 

(a) in the control of the total amounts of service supplied by tl1e company; 

(b) in the control of the relative uses of alternative types of service by 

ratepayers (on-peak versus off-peak service or higher quality versi1s lower 

quality service). 

5. Reflections of all of the present and future private and soclaf costs and benefits 

occasioned by the service's provision (i.e., all internalities and externalities). 

6. Fairness of the specific rates in the apportionment of total cost of service 

among the different ratepayers. so as to avoid arbitrariness and 

capriciousness, and to attain equity in three dimensions: ( 1) horizontal (i.e., 

equals treated equally); (2) venical (i.e., unequals treated unequally); and (3) 

anonymous (i.e., no ratepayer's demands can be diverted away 

uneconomically from an incumbent by a potential entrant). 

7. Avoidance of undue discrimination in rate relationships so as to be, if possible, 

compensatoty (i.e., subsidy free with no lntercustomer burdens). 

8. Dynamic efficiency In promoting Innovation and responding economically to 

changing demand and supply patterns. 

Practical-related Attributes 

9. T/1e related. practical attributes of simplicity, certainty, convenience of 

payment. economy in cof/ectlon, understandability, public acceptability, and 

feasibility of application. 

1.1. Please confirm that the Principles adopted by FEI are intended to reflect the same principles 
miiculated by Bonbright as laid out in the Elenchus COSA Repo1i. 
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1.2. Please confirm that Principle 1, Principle 2, Principle 3, Principle 4, Principle 5, Principle 7 
and Principle 8 of FEI' s Principles would all be supported by a rate design at unity in revenue 
to cost ratios for each rate class. 
1.2.1. If not confirmed, please exp lain why not. 

1.3. Please provide any thresholds or rates of change that FEI deems critical in managing 
Principle 6 - Rate Stability. 

1.4. Please confirm that FEI's Principle 7, Customer Understanding and Acceptance, relates to 
Bonbright Principle 9. 

2. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 1-5 
Table 1·1: R:C and M:C Results before and after Rate Design Proposals and Rebalancing 

Residential SetVice 

Rate Schedule 2 
Small Comrnercml Se1vice 
Rate Schedule 3123 
Large Commercial Sales and 101.6% 103.3% 1,174.1 0.6% 103.6% 107.6% 
Trans orlation SeNice 

Rate Schedule 5125 
General Firm Sales and 104.9% 112.2% 45.2 0.0% 106.3% 116.0% 
Trans ortation Service 
Rate Schedule GIGP 

159.1% (61.7) 
N 
Rate Schedule 22A 
Transpoltation Service (Closed) 109.5% 109.8% 113.0% 113.4% 
Inland Se1vice Area 
Rate Schedule 228 
Transportation Service (Closed) 99.7% 99.7% 103.1% 103.1% 
Columbia Service Area 
Rate S~~n---·-

1864.4% (754.2) -3.4% 100.0% 100.0% 

139.6% 712.3% (B0.7) -0.3% 139.3% 713.6% 

2.1. Please confirm that Revenue/Cost ratio is a key indicator of fair apportionment of costs. 
2.2. Please confirm that FEI has used good load and costing data in its COSA evaluation. 
2.3. Please confirm that a Revenue/Cost ratio of 100% or 1 is the fairer appmiionment of costs 

among customers. 
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2.4. Please confirm that moving Revenue/Cost ratios towards 100% or 1 is directionally not 
unfair. 

2.5. Please confirm that FEI's proposal results in Rate Schedule 2, Rate Schedule 3, Rate 
Schedule 5 Rate Schedule 22A, and Rate Schedule 22B and Rate Schedule 4 and Rate 
Schedule 7 all becoming increasing less fair based on the proposed Rate Design and 
Rebalancing. 
2.5 .1. If not confirmed, please explain why not. 

3. Reference: BC Utilities Commission Act, Section 58.1 

Rate rebalancing 

58.1 (1) In this section, "revenue-cost ratio" means the amount determined by dividing the 
authority's revenues from a class of customers during a period of time by the authority's costs to 
serve that class of customers during the same period of time. 

(2) This section applies despite: 

(a) any other provision of 

(i) this Act, or 

(ii) the regulations, except a regulation under section 3, or 

(b) any previous decision of the commission. 

(3) The following decision and orders of the commission are of no force or effect to the extent 
that they require the authority to do anything for the purpose of changing revenue-cost ratios: 

(a) 2007 RDA Phase 1 Decision, issued October 26, 2007; 

(b) order G-111-07, issued September 7, 2007; 

(c) order G-130-07, issued October 26, 2007; 

(d) order G-10-08, issued January 21, 2008, 

and the rates of the authority that applied immediately before this section comes into force 
continue to apply and are deemed to be just, reasonable and not unduly discriminato1y. 

(4) [Repealed RS1996-473-58.1 (5).] 

(5) Subsection (4) is repealed on March 31, 2010. 

(6) Nothing in subsection (3) prevents the commission from setting rates for the authority, but the 
commission, after March 31, 2010, may not set rates for the authority such that the revenue-cost 
ratio, expressed as a percentage, for any class of customers increases by more than 2 percentage 
points per year compared to the revenue-cost ratio for that class immediately before the increase. 

3.1. Please confirm that Section 58. l of the Utilities Commission Act applies expressly to the BC 
Hydro and Power Authority, and does not apply to FEI. 

3 .2. Are there any legal or other requirements preventing FEI from rebalancing toward achieving 
unity? Please explain. 
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4. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 1-6 
FEI is proposing the continuation of the flat r;:ite structure for RS 1. The existing flat rate 

structure provides the best bakmce of rate design considerations for residential customers. Flat 
rates are simple to administer and easy to understand and provide more stable Lltility revenues 
and customer rates. The customer research survey results show that the flat rate structure is 
preferred by a majority of residential customers and the flat rate structure is used by the majority 
of Canadian natural gas utilities for their residential customers. 

4.1. Please explain why a flat rate structure provides more stable utility revenues. 
4.2. Please confinn that a flat rate schedule does not provide a price signal to discourage wasteful 

use of energy, particularly under low or declining commodity price conditions. 
4.3. Please confirm that customer preference for a rate structure is not a Bonbright Principle, 

whereas Principle 4 of the Bon bright principles promotes the use of rate blocks in 
discouraging wasteful use both for total use and relative use to other energy sources. 

4.4. Please confirm that a flat rate schedule does not provide a price signal promoting the use of 
clean alternative energy. 

5. Reference: Exhibit B-1, pages 3-17 to 3-20 and page 6-32 and Exhibit A2-2, page 6 

Table 3-4: Past Commission Directives and FEI Commitments 

3 
In lhis section, FEI IK1s provided an overview of FEl, its sales and transportation business 
models, customer rate schedule segmentation and regul3tor1 histor,i. This infom13tion has 
been provided as historical !)ackground to provide context regarding FEl's existing r3te design 
3nd proposed ct1;:rnges in the following sections of the Application. 

• In Commission Order G-·130-07 in response to BC Hydro's 2007 Rcite Design 
Application, the Commission deterrnined that a "range of reasonableness of 95 per cent 
to 105 per cent [wJs] the correct range for the purpose of future rebalancing in the 
circumstances of BC Hydro."'39 The rationale for the decision was based in p3rt on the 
"the known system demand and demand metering of large commercial and industrial 
customers" c:md "the accun::icy of the relatively sophisticated load research <:.malysis." 90 

As a result, the Commission panel determined for BC Hydro "that the opproprit:lte target 
R:C ratio in each class is unity or one and that future rebnlancing should only be 
required when a customer class falls outside of the mnge of reason<Jbleness."91 

• Si111ilarly, in Order G-156-10, dated October 1fl, 2010, the Commission found th<Jt "the 
appropriate mnge of reason3bleness of 95% to 105% is the correct range for the 
purpose of future rebalt:rncing in the circumstc:mces of FortisBC [electric]." 92 As in the BC 
Hydro decision, the Commission determined that the appropriate target R:C in each rnte 

5 .1. Please provide any commentary, direction, orders, regulations or other legislative content that 
PEI is aware of from the Commission that indicates that 100% (or a ratio of 1) is the 
appropriate target for cost of service ratios. 
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5.2. Please provide any commentary, direction, orders, regulations or other legislative content that 
FBI is aware of that relates to range of reasonableness for FBI or for BC Hydro. 

6. Reference: Exhibit A2-2, Elenchus Report, page 7 and page 29 

Since the allocation of shared costs amongst various customer classes can't be done In 

a petiectly accurate 1,vay and parameters or allocators are used to split shared costs, in 

many jurisdictions, a range of revenue to cost ratio is accepted as reflecting the fair 

allocation of costs to customer classes instead of thriving to achieve a revenue to cost 

ratio of 1.00 for all customer classes. Elenchus conducted a jurisdictional review and 

found that many jurisdiction use ranges of 0.95 to 1.05, or 0.90 to 1.1 o as acceptable 

revenue to cost ratios when establishing revenue responsibilities by customer classes. 

Section 6 below discusses further revenue to cost and margin to cost ratios. 

By reviev.;ing cost of service studies conducted by other major Canadian gas utilities, 

Elenchus found that R:C ratio is the typical ratio used in the industry although the 

accepted range of reasonableness is different for each utility. For ATCO. the Alberta 

Energy and Utilities Board (now AUC) noted that revenue to costs ratios within a target 

range of 0.95 to 1.05 are generally considered to be appropriate. The Board also noted 

that rates that vary from the target range after a consideration of other rate design criteria 

may be approved in order to take into account non-cost issues46 . 

Based on Elenchus experience, revenue to cost ratios that are within a range of 

acceptable values are considered to indicate that the customer class is paying its fair 

share of costs and that there is no need to realign cost responsibility. The usual revenue 

to cost range of acceptable ratios that Elencl1us l1as observed is between 0.90 and 1.1 O 

or a narro'Ner range of 0.95 to 1.05. A narrov.ter range of 0.95 to 1.05 is usually used by 

regulators and utilities in Instances when tt1ere is good load and costing data available to 

be usecl in a COSA study and the L1tility and regulator have had experience and history in 

using COSA studies in order to set rates. 

6.1. Please provide the full dataset on the range of reasonableness for other gas utilities that FBI 
has available. 

6.2. Please provide any other documentation that FBI has from consultants or other third parties 
that relate to the range of reasonableness for revenue to cost ratios for FEI or other gas 
providers. 
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7. Reference: Exhibit B-1, Appendix 4-5, page 4 
Ft~~earch Sa~k9ro1,Jnd and Obje~ives 

Sent1s Research Inc. was retained by FortisBC Energy Inc. to conduct a customer research survey that covers the following general 
topics: 

Residential customers' understanding of the current rate structure and bill determindnts 

Residential customers' preferences 111 terrm of rate design considerations 

Residential customers' evaluation of different rate structures 

Residential customers knowledge of the 8CUC role and perception of company among residential customers 

7 .1. Please confirm that the Residential Customer Research Final Report is most appropriately 
applied to Rate Design within the rate class, and should not create any implications for cost of 
service related issues. 

7.2. Please confirm that customer 'preference' is not the same as customer 'acceptance'. 

8. Reference: Exhibit B-1, Appendix 4-5, page 7 
The survE'y was conducted online using an onlme consumer panel. For Fort Nelson customE'rs specificall]', a telephone recruitmern-to

online survey methodology (usin9 a purchased list of Fort Nelson residential phone listings) was employed to obtain an oversample of 

Fort Melson customers 

To qualify for the survey, respondents must be individuals who arE' natural gas customers of Fortis BC and who make payment 

decisions/review the 11Jtural gas bills. 

Sentis programmed and hosted the online :.urvey at """NWsentissurvevcorn 

The survE'y was administered from July 25 to August 2, 2016. A total of 65 sur,reys were completed with Fort Melson customers, and 753 

surwys with customers from the rest of the province 

The margin of error associatE'd with each sample size is summarized below: 

Region Sample Si:e 

FE! 7S3 

Fort I lelrnn 65 

Margins ol Error 
{95% confidence level} 

Note: Throughout this rE'port, "FE!" is used to refer to For!isBC Energy Inc. customers throughout the province excluding those from Fort 
l,Jelson. Fort Nelson customers will be referred to as such 

8 .1. Were the participants in the group essentially self-selected or FEI selected, or was it a random 
sample? 
8.1.1. If the group was self-selected or FEI selected, do the margins of error correct for 

any bias in the self-selection or FEI selection? Please explain and provide 
quantification of any bias to the extent it is available. 
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9. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 6-4 and page 6-18 and Appendix 6-6 

• Minimum System Study: The MSS approach assumes that a certain level (percent) of 
distribution plant investment is required to serve the minimum loading requirements of 
customers throughout the service territory (i.e., those minimum costs are more 
dependent on the number of customers, rather than being varit:1ble based on demand). 
The closer a plant item is loct:1ted to a customer, the more that porticulm item is relt:1tecf 
to the specific requirements of that customer. As such, costs associt:1ted with such plont 
investment should be regarded as customer related costs. The remaining percentage of 
costs is then attributed to the demand-related component since nny costs associated 
with a system lmger than the minimal plant investment are due to customers using a 
delivery qunntity greater than the minimum unit up to the level of their peok demand. The 
result of the MSS determines the proportion of distribution mains costs thot are customer 
reloted versus costs thot are demand related. 

The MSS is only applicable to mains, as meters and services are classified as ·100% 
customer-related. Costs <.1ssocioted with meters and services are fully allocoted based 

on customer weighting foctors c:is e<Jch customer needs a meter and service regardless 
of the volume of service tt:lken by the customer. 

While the minimum system, in theory, is desi9ned to meet the minimal loading 
requirements for all customers, the actual moins me rnpable of carryin9 a load beyond 
the minimal load. The proportion of costs allocated to the customer-re!nted component is 
therefore overst<.1ted and requires an mljustment to occount for the PLCC of the 
minimum system. 

• Peak Load Carrying Capacity Adjustment The PLCC adjustment involves 
determining the theoretical cnpacity of each of the distribution systems in the utility's 
total service area. To accomplish this, an average minimum system capacity per 
customer is calcuklted, which is then multiplied by the number of customers in each rate 
class, rn1d the corresponding amount is subtr3cted from the demand for that rate class. 
The result accounts for the PLCC of the minimum system and effectively adjusts the 
proportion of costs allocated to the customer-related component to 3 more 
representative level. 
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6.3.5.4 Distribution 

Costs for DistrilJL1tion l'vlains have been split between demand ancl customer related 
components !)a~3ed on the minimum system approach with a PLCC adjustment Tl1e minimum 
system approacl1 with PLCC ac!justment was used in t11e 2009 FortisBC Inc. (Electric) Rate 
Design App!ication70 and also in FEI'~; 20 l 2 Amalgamation Application.71 It t1as been used for 

this rnte design analysis on the recommendation of EES Consultingn 

FEI splits distribution rnte !Jose between clernancl and customer classifiers accorclin~1 to a 
minimum system 8pproach. This approach considers that the distribution system is in place in 
pmt because tl1ere are customers connected to the system nnd in pmt because those 
customers have a penk demand on the system. Therefore, it follows that any costs associotecl 
with a system larger thon this minimum size ore clue to the customer's demancl, nncl so are 

treated as demancl related. To support this <Jpproach, FEI has conducted <Jn l'vlSS. 

Appendix 6-6 
SIZING OF DISTRIBUTION PIPE STANDARDS 

9. L Please provide all of FEI' s standards for distribution lines, mains, pipe in relation to the 
number of customers that can be served from a given line or pipe size with the given 
appliance count estimate. 

9.2. Please confirm that the COSA utilizes actual costs and revenues. 
9 .3. In that FEI is currently operating under PBR, in which capital spending is exceeding the 

formula, please comment on whether or not there is any impact on the results of the COSA 
analysis. 

10. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 6-7 and Appendix 6-3 page 

6.J.1.2 Operating and Maintenance (O&M) Expenses 

The COSA model requires an activity view of O&M expenses to assist with the cost allocation. 
In 2016, FEI is under performance b<:ised rntemaking (PBR) whereby total gross O&M is 
escalated using a formula. 61 The formulaic O&M in the npproved revenue requirement is 
calculated bused on total O&M and not at an nctivity level. To derive the necessary activity level 
of detail, FEI allorntecl the total approved O&fvl to ench activity using the sGme percent3ges that 
existed in 2015 actual results. The rntio of eGch activity from 20·15 to the tot<:il was applied to the 
2016 approved formulnic O&M total so that the gross amount could be split into activities for 
allocation purposes within the COSA model. Appendix 6-3 shows the nllocation percentages 
that were applied to FEl's 2016 formulnic O&M to derive an nctivity view for nllocation in the 

COSA model. 
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FORTISBC ENERGY INC. Appendix 6-3 

2016 Revenue Reguirement O&M S12lit 

2016 Percentage 

1 Operatinq & Mainte1rnnce Expense 
2 Distribution Supervision $ 14,376.2 5.29% 
3 Operation Centre - Distribution 11,848.4 4.36% 
4 Preventative Maintenance - Distribution 2,664.7 0.98% 
6 Operations - Distribution 7,104.0 2.62% 
8 Emergency Management - Distribution 6,383.3 2.35% 

10 Field Training - Distribution 2,825.5 1.04% 
12 Meter Exchange - Distribution 3,032.3 1.12% 
14 Corrective - Distribution 5,915.3 2.18% 
16 Account Ser1ices - Distribution 1,432.1 0.53% 
18 Bad Debt Management - Distribution 788.6 0.29% 
20 Distribution Total $ 56,370,5 
22 
24 Transmission Supe1vision 1.221.1 0.45% 
26 Pipeline I Right of Way Operations 10,896.8 4.0'1% 
28 Compression Operations 3,941.1 1.45% 
30 Measurement Control Operations 861.8 0.32% 
32 Pipeline I Right of Way - Maintenance 3,390.6 1.25% 
34 Compression - Maintenance 2,719.0 1.00% 
36 Measurement Control Operations 459.6 0.17% 
38 Company Use Gas (Compression & line Heating) 857.6 0.32% 
40 Transmission Total $ 24.347.5 

10.1. Please comment on why fonnulaic O&M is being used instead of Actuals. 
10.2. When will 2016 Actuals be available? 
10 .3. Please confirm that there are no significant variances that are likely to occur from year to 

year. 
10.3.1. If not confinned, please provide an estimate of the range of variance that could 

occur in the allocation of O&M. 
10.4. Please provide 'Actuals' with percentages for the last 5 years including 2016. 

11. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 6-10, 

Table 6-5: Expected Project In-Service Dates and COSA Costs 
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6.3.2.1 Lower Mainland Intermediate Pressure System Upgrade Project 
Tlie Lower fvlninlnncl Intermediate Pressure System Upgrade (Ll'vllF'SlJ) CPCN applicntion was 
filed with the Commission in December 2014 and approved through Order C-1'H5. The 
LMIPSU includes the Coquitlam <3ate IP Project which will address an increasing number of gas 
leaks on the Coquitlarn <3ate IP line. Operational flexibility <:ind resiliency will be restored to the 

IV1etro Vancouver IP system and the Fraser Gate IP Project will provide required seismic 
upgrades to the Fraser Gate IP line_ The Fraser Gate IP ancl the Coquitlam <3ate IP Projects 
are expected to be in-service by October 2018_ Tlie estimated capital cost for the LMIPSU 
Projects, including AFUDC and abandonment/demolition costs, is approximately $256 million, 

witt1 an initinl annual cost of service of approximately $25 million. The Uv11PSU Project's rate 
base and cost of service are included in the COSA model for allocation. 

11.1. Please explain why the Mid Year Rate Base figures are slightly different than the figures 
cited in the write ups. For example, the LMIPSU Midyear Rate base is $258 million and the 
included cost is $256 million for the LMIPSU project description. 

12. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 6-14 and page 6-17 
Tile customer classes t11at me allocatecl costs of the Tilbury LNG Storage facility me 

Resi1jential, Small m1d Large Commercial (botl1 Sales and Transpori), NGV (RS 6) and General 
Firm Service (Sales and Transport). Large Commercial ancl (3eneral Firm customers are 
incluclecl in the allocation because on peak days the Tilbury plant supports the supply and 
delivery to t1·1ese sales and transport customers. General Interruptible (RS 7 and RS 27) and 
LarG1e Industrial (RS 22) customers are not allocatecl Tilbury costs because on the days of 

extrerne cold weather their service would be curtailed to preserve tl1e capacity of the system to 

serve the firm load. 

6.3.5.2 LNG Storage 
As cliscussecl in Section (3.3.4.3, the existing Tilbury plant is a needle peaking facility designed 
predominantly to be used on extreme cold clays. The Tilbury LNG Storage facility was included 
as a function in FE l's !Sl93, I fl!:l6 and 200 I Rate Design applicutions. The Tilbury function was 

12.1. Does the Tilbury LNG storage never serve RS 7 or RS 27 or RS 22? 
12.1.1. If the Tilbury LNG storage ever serves any of these Rate Schedules, please explain 

when and quantify the proportion of volume that is attributable to these rate 
schedules. 

12.1.2. Please provide a record of Tilbury plant send out volumes by day, and a match of 
RS 7 or RS 27 or RS 22 consumption on those days, ifthere have been instances of 
Tilbury send out while RS 7, RS 27 or RS 22 customer have continued 
consumption. 
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13. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 6-14 
As discussed in Section Ei.3.2.3 of the Application, the Tilbury Expansion project is incluclecl in 
the LNG Storage function. However, the allocation approach for Tilbu1y Expansion cloes not 
follow that of the existing storage plant Tl1e Tilbu1y Expansion costs are directly allocated to RS 
46 and offset with RS 46 revenues (within tl·ie function) ancl the net difference is allocated to all 
non-bypass customers. 

13, 1. Why is the net difference allocated to all non-bypass customers? 
13 .2. On what basis is the net difference allocated to the different rate classes of non-bypass 

customers? 

14. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 6-22 

I. Calculate the Peak Day Demand for each re~1ion and rate schedule as follows: 

£L Develop a regression model for each region and rate scheclule using l 0 months76 

of actual dernancl data (converted to Daily Derw:md, based on tt·1e number of 
days in the month) against <JVern~ie monthly temperatures to establish the model 
fXirarneters to a linear equation. 

b. Enter tl1e regional design clay temperature77 into the above estirnatecl linear 
models to est8blish the peak day demand for each region and rate schedule. 

2. Calculate the Average Daily Consumption for each region and rate schedule: 

C. RS ·1 /RS 2/RS 3iRS 23: 

75 July ;:ind August are exclucled, 
77 Design dz.y tetrlperature 1s derived through an Extrerne Value Analysis, vvl1ict1 estin1ates ttle coldest ten1perature 

expected to occur wit11 a return period of one in twenty years. 

14.1. Why are July and August excluded from the Peak Day Demand calculations? 
14.2. Please provide the Extreme Value Analysis used to estimate coldest temperatures. 

15. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 6-24 

6.3.6. 1 Customer Costs 

Customer-related costs are allocated across rate schedules on tile basis of both average 
customers, and average customers with a weigl1ting factor applied. Approximately 40% of FEl's 
customer-related costs are allocated using average customers with a weighting factor applied, 
5% are allocated using only average customers and 55% are allocated based on tile results of 
the two previous allocations. Customer-related costs that are allocated using average 
customers include land, structures, mains, measuring and regulating equipment. Customer
related costs tl1at are allocated using average weighted customers include service lines and 
meters, customer billing and customer contact services including supporting infrastructure and 
energy solutions. Weighting average customers, and not simply using average customers, 
recognizes that not all customers cost the same to connect to FEl's system or cost tl1e same to 

15 .1. Please provide the rationale for using 'average customers' for allocating land, structures, 
mains, measuring and regulating equipment costs. 
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15.2. Please provide the rationale for using' average weighted customers' for allocating service 
lines, meters, customer billing and customer contact services including supporting 
infrastructure and energy solution costs. 

15.3. Please define 'energy solutions". 
15.4. 
15.5. Please explain how the remaining 55% of costs are 'allocated based on the results of the 

previous 2 allocations'. 

15.6. What are the remaining 55% of costs that are allocated based on both the previous 
allocations? 

15. 7. Please provide the rationale for why the remaining costs are not able to be allocated based 
either on average customers, or average weighted customers. 

15.8. Please confirm that FEI uses the best possible information it has available to determine the 
weightings. 

16. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 6-15 

Table 6-15: Customer Weighting Factor Study and Customer Administration Factor Results 

1.0 1.0 

2 1.7 1.0 
~--~ 

3 7.0 1.2 

4 13.6 0.9 

5 11.1 43.0 

6 13.3 43.0 

7 132.5 43.0 

22 49.9 75.0 

22A 399.2 75.0 

228 562.6 75.0 

23 10.3 75.0 

25 17.6 75.0 

27 46.2 75.0 
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Based on information from FEl's marketing, customer service and billing departments, weighting 
factors for each rate class were developed which take into consideration: 

• the frequency of meter reading; 

• tl1e use of remote meter reading via cellular or other communications infrastructure and 
the metl1od of collecting and retaining load data; 

• tl1e amount of time spent by customer service responding to inquiries; 

• marketing programs and costs for different customer groups; 

• the existence of dedicated account managers for commercial and industrial customers; 
and 

• the number of resources dedicated to eacl1 customer class for customer billing, 
measurement and marketing. 

The customer numbers in each rate schedule that are weighted for customer administration and 
billing are then used to allocate costs associated wit11 customer administration to each rate 
schedule. 

16 .1. Did PEI rely on empirical evidence to support its weightings, or are the weightings more 
judgement based? Please explain. 
16.1.1. If PEI has empirical evidence, please provide the empirical evidence behind these 

weighting factors. 
16.1.2. If PEI does not have empirical evidence to support all of its weightings, please 

identify in what instances PEI has relied on judgement to assign weights. 
16.2. Please provide FEI's historical weightings from previous cost of service studies. 

16.2.1. Please confirm that PEI uses the best possible information it has to determine these 
weightings. 

17. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 6-26 

6.3.6.1.2 

The facility costs for the distribution system, such as meters, service lines and regulators, are 
not equal among all customers. Tl1erefore, for these costs, FEI applies a weighting factor to the 
number of customers in each rate schedule so that the costs allocated to eacl1 rate schedule 
are proportionate to the costs to serve them. 

The weighting factors are estimated values indicating the total relative value of meter and 
service assets associated with a specific rate scl1edule as compared to Rate Schedule 1.83 

Once t11e weighting factors have been calculated and assigned to each rate schedule, costs can 
be allocated appropriately across all rate schedules. This weighting factor helps ensure each 
rate schedule is assigned the appropriate proportion of customer-related costs based on cost 
causation. 

17 .1. Did PEI rely on judgement in providing weights or does it have empirical evidence to support 
its weightings? 
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17 .1.1. If PEI has empirical evidence, please provide the empirical evidence behind these 
weighting factors. 

17.1.2. If PEI does not have empirical evidence to support its weightings, please identify in 
what instances PEI has relied on judgement to assign weights. 

17.2. Please provide PEI's historical weightings from previous cost of service studies. 

18. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 6-30 

6.4.2.1 Load Factor Adjustment to RS 5 Customers 

As noted nbove. FEI currently nl!ocates midstream costs to RS 5 using o deemed 50%i load 
factor. This value wos established as prni of the ·1996 Rate Design Application Negotinted 
Settlement Agreement. FEI contracts for its midstream resources based on fl peak dfly demand 
that is derived using a calculated load factor for RS 5, not a deemed lond fflctor. This 
cliscrepancy means t11at t11e cost of the resources bein~1 contracted for is not being allocated to 
RS 5 in the sflme wny in whicl1 they were caused. 

Based upon the rote clesi~Jn principles to fnirly apportion costs among customers and set price 
si~1nals that encourage efficient use, FEI is proposing to utilize tile smne appronch for allocflting 
miclstrenrn costs to RS 5 as it does for RS I, RS 2, and RS 3 by using a t11ree-yem rolling 
average loud factor as discussed in Section 13.4.2. Under the nevv approc:ich the load fc:ictor 
usecl to allocate midstream costs to RS 5 would be approximately 45°:i:i86

. For clarity, 45% is 
the indicative load factor; however, the load factor that will be used to allocate midstream costs 
to RS 5 will be recalculated unnually along with t11e load factors used to allocate midstream 
costs to RS I, RS 2, nncl RS 3. 

Table (3-17 below shows tl1at changin~1 the cleemecl RS 5 loacl factor from 50% to 45°0 changes 

the allocation of midstream costs ancl midstream charges for sales customers. The table is 
based on the cJata usecl to set January I, 20·1 G midstream rates. 87 

18.1. What was the previous rationale for using a deemed load factor of 50% instead of the rolling 
average approach PEI is now proposing? 

18.2. Please provide the 3 year rolling average load factor for all rate classes for the last 10 years. 
18 .3. Please confirm that FEI is using the best information it has available to determine load factors 

for allocation of midstream costs. 

19. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 6-32 

6.5.1 R:C Ratios - The nge of Reasonableness 

R:C ratios are assessed bnsed on whether or not they foll within nn established 'lunge of 
reasonubleness". FE! believes that the appropriate range of reasonableness for evaluating its 
R:C mtios is 90 per cent to 110 per cent. In theory, the R:C mtio shoulcl equJI 100% for eoch 
rnte schedule, indicating that the revenues recovered from eoch mte schedule would equal the 
indicotecl cost to serve them. However, achieving unity implies J level of precision that does not 
exist with any COSA. As a COSA study necessarily involves assumptions, estimates, 
simplificntions, judgments and genemlizations, a mnge of reasonableness is warranted and 
nccepted when evnluating the approprioteness of tile R:C ratios. 
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19 .1. Please provide FEI' s basis for the assumption that 10% is the appropriate range of 
reasonableness, as opposed to, for example, 5% or 7%. 

19.2. Has FEI always relied on 10% as the appropriate range ofreasonableness? 
19 .2 .1. If not, what other figures has FEI re lied on? 

19 .3. Please discuss the historical stability of FEI' s revenue to cost ratios for each rate class over 
the last 20 years, and provide quantification of FEI's revenue to cost ratios over this period. 

19.4. Please confirm that despite the existence of a 'range of reasonableness' and the use of 
assumptions it remains appropriate for the utility to achieve unity in its cost of service ratios 
based on the data available. 
19 .4.1. If not confirmed, please explain why not. 

19.5. Please confirm that where the data is not illustrative of unity in cost of service, it remains 
appropriate for the utility to achieve unity. 

19.6. Please confirm that the key issue with respect to rebalancing the revenue to cost ratios is the 
potential for rate impacts on customer classes with ratios below 1. 
19.6.1. If not confinned, please explain why not and outline the issues that would arise in 

rate rebalancing. 
19. 7. What 'range of reasonableness' has FEI applied to rate impacts, if any? 
19.8. If revenue to cost ratios were rebalanced toward 1 or unity periodically, say very five or ten 

years, would FEI find such a Commission decision to be unfair, particularly if changes to 
rates were made within a range of reasonableness for rebalancing rate changes? Please 
explain why or why not. 

20. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 7-1 

FEI is tllso proposing a 5~o increase in tl1e Btlsic Charge and a corresponcling decrease in the 

volumetric Delivery Chorge, such that the cl1c:mge is revenue neutral within RS I. This proposol 
acl1ieves a reason81Jle balance among competing rate design considerations. A one-time 5%• 
increase in the Basic Charge rn1d o corresponding clecre£lse in the volumetric Delivery Chmge 
will improve the cost recove1y from low-consumption customers. The chrn1ge will result in only 
a snrnll annutll bill impact for the majority of customers (less th8n ·1°o ), ond zero bill irnp8cl for 

an average use customer. 

20.1. Please describe the competing objectives in this rebalancing and what makes a one time 5% 
change the appropriate end-point. 

21. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 7-7 

To date, t11e decrease in demancl clue to declining residential use per customer l1as been nemly 
offset by t11e increase in c!emand from the newly attncl1ed residential customers. Nevertheless, 
t11e future rate levels ancl rate structure should consider options than can fairly mitigate the 
potential for a decrease in overall residential demand clue to declining residential UPC. 

21.1. What options does FEI suggest should be considered to counter or fairly mitigate the prospect 
of overall reduction in customer demand based on declining use per customer. 

21.2. What are the beneficial consequences of declining use per customer what are the negative 
consequences? Please elaborate with quantification where possible. 
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22. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 7-13 

Ease of 
Understanding 
and 
Administration 

Table 7-2: Evaluation of Rate Structure Options Based on Major Rate Design Considerations 

It is easv lo understand. n1e 
ease Of Understandmg for lhe 
general public will lead to 
relatively l1igher customer 
satisfaction, less cost pressures 
and easier administration of 1he 
residential rate schedUle. 

n1e logic behind a declining 
block rate stn.1cture Is not easily 
understandal)le to the general 
public <Jnd some may 
misinterpret It as a fonn of 
subsidization to high use 
customers or contraiy to energy 
conservation and environmental 
0L11ect1ves. 

The concepts of peak demand and 
related costs attributed to seasonal 
rates may no! be easily understandable 
to some customers. 

There Is no simple meU1odology to 
come up w1U1 U1e ratio or winter to 
summer rates. This makes the 
administration of this rate more difficull 
Administration related to customer IJlll 
inquiries will also be greater relative to 

Similar to declining rules, llle 
inverted rates may not be easy to 
understand for some customers. 
Customers may not know at what 
level of consumption and <Jt what 
time of a month their 
consumption goes over the first 
block, leading lo higher customer 
dissatisfaction. 

1--~~-------41--~~~~~~~~-•f------~---~--~~-+--s_in_1_ple~_f'.l!estruct~----~~->-~~~~~~~~~-~ 

Economic 
Efficiency and 
Fnirness 

customer bill 
impact 

Compared to other rate TI11s mte stn.1cture could be A seasonal rate is used as a proxy for a 
structures, flat rate can be efficient for those situalions demund c11arge lo ensure that the costs 
considered a neutrnl option for w11ere higher load factor of serving peak winter demands are 
economic efficiency and customers are also l1igl1er allocated to those most responsible tor 
fairness as it does not volume customers causing U1em. 
discourage or encourage From a cost perspective, Seasonal rates will reduce the price 
consumption of natural gas In declining rates can Ile justtfied competitiveness of natural gas dlJring 
any particular pattern. w11en 1he long-run incremental the winter w11en natural gas Is most 

cost of service Is below the valued lly customers. Seasonal mtes 
average cost. which Is t11e case can be said to introduce a form of 

Natural gas distribution is VMely 
considered to h<Jve economies of 
scale, meaning !hat as t11e size 
of the utility mcreases {Le,, 
increased consumption), t11e total 
avernge cost of the utility 
decreases. Therefore, t11ere Is no 
cos! basis to justify inverted 
block rates for natural gas 
utilities. 

tor FEI. regional price differential since the lnvertecl rates may send 
customers In colder environments might inefficient price signals because 
Ile Impacted more than otl1ers. low volume customers could be 

Flat rates help with customer bill 
impact since t11ere wlll be no 
change in the volumetric rate 
L>ased on consumption level. 

Depending on the portion or 
costs recovered in the first block. 
t11e customer bill impact for low 
use customers can be slgnmcanl. 

natural gas space heating and for those costs- recovered In the first block, 
in colder climates can be signinrnnt U1e customer bill impact for high 

volume customers can be 
significant 

TI1e bill impact for tl~~e custo.;;e;;-;ithr~~p
5

~~~1~: on the-po~;--oT 

-··--~-------~-·----~~----+------------------------·---·-------------------+----------------
Annual forecasting for fl<Jt rates 
1s more accurate than other rate 

Rate andtor options. Forecast accuracy 
revenue stability results in Improved rate and 

revenue stalillity. 

Compared to a nat rate, declining This rate structure provides less utility Compared to a fiat rate. this rate 
rute provides less utility revenue revenue stab1lrty and customer rate structure provides less utility 
stability due to l1igller difficulty of stability as the price differential between revenue stability due to higher 
forec;:isting the load In each winter and summer months can be difficulty of forecasting the load in 
block. sigrnficant. each block. 

22.1. Please confinn that most residential customers are likely to be familiar with inclining block 
rates from BC Hydro. 

22.2. Please provide an estimate of the 'cost pressures' that would occur as a result of a change 
from the flat rate. 

22.3. Please confirm that those cost pressures would be propo1tional to the slope of the incline 
variance from flat. 

22.4. Please provide FEI's 'long run incremental cost of service'. 
22.5. Please provide FEI's incremental cost of service for each of the elements in its supply stack 

used to meet winter peak use. 
22.6. Please provide FEI's average cost of service. 
22.7. Did FEI consider the use of a 'demand charge' instead of a 'seasonal rate' for Residential 

customers? 
22. 7 .1. If no, please explain why not. 
22.7.2. Could FEI implement optional Smmi Meters and optional, alternative rate 

structures? Please explain and identify any options that FEI has considered. 
22. 7 .2.1. If yes, please confirm that such optional rate structures would be 

consistent with the Clean Energy Act, Section 17, under which the 
Commission must consider the 'government's goal of having smmi 
meters, other advanced meters and a smmi grid ... ' 

22.8. Please confirm that the Inve1ied Block Rate Structure would be consistent with conservation 
and efficiency principles. 

22.9. Please provide FEI's views as to what constitutes a 'significant' rate impact. 
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22.10. Could seasonal rates more accurately reflect the cost of serving customers? Please explain 
why or why not. 

22.11. Please confirm that there is no explicit regional 'price' differential using seasonal rates. 
Rather, there is likely to be a consumption differential which is controlled by the customers. 

22.12. Please explain why annual forecasting for a flat rate is more accurate than other rate options. 
Please provide FEI's evidence for this statement. 

22.13. Please elaborate on how forecast accuracy results in improved rate and revenue stability, and 
consider FEI's current status as operating under PBR. 
22.13.1. Could such instability be addressed with deferral account? Please explain why or 

why not. 

23. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 7-16 

7.4.5 Proposed Rate Structure Option 

Basecl on the discussion above, FEI believes Uiat its existing flat rate structure provides the best 
balance of rate design considerations for residential customers and that there is no basis to 
segment this rnte scl1eclule further as there is little statistical evidence to indicate that 
consumption data is sufficient to distinguish between low and hi~Jh efficiency customers. FEl's 
residential customers are already familiar with this rate structure, flat rates are simple to 

administer and easy to understand and provide more stability in terms of both utility revenues 
and customers' rates. The customer research survey results also show that the flat rate 
structure is preferred IJy tl1e mojority of residential customers (Section 7.4 .4 ). Furthermore, as 
indicated in Section 7 .6, the flat rate structure has been ::iclopted by tl1e m::ijority of Canadian 
natural gas utilities for their residential customers. 

23 .1. Please discuss whether or not FEI considers customer preference in other rate classes, and if 
so, how that is and has been factored in both now and in the past. 

23 .2. Does PEI have commercial customer survey results? 
23.2.1. If not, please explain why not. 
23.2.2. If yes, please provide these results. 

23 .3. What options does FEI have for distinguishing between high and low efficiency residential 
customers? Please explain. 
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24. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page Exhibit B-1, page 7-20 

Figure 7-10: Residential Rate Structures ror Various Canaclian Natural Gas Distributors 113 
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24.1. FEI's residential rates are some of the lowest in the country for flat rates. Please explain 
what circumstances create this situation. 
24.1.1. Please provide a similar graphic for commercial rates. 

24.2. Please break down this graphic by fixed charges and commodity rates to the extent the 
information is available. 
24.2.1. Please provide similar graphics for commercial rates. 
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25. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 7-19 
The discussion above demonstrates that there are competing factors both for and egainst 
increesing the Besic Char~ie. Factors in favour of increasing the Basic Char[1e are: 

• the fairness argument (Section~3 7.3 and 7 .5.1 ); and 

• the evidence that other Canadian gas utilities have a !1igher percentage of cost recovery 
through a basic charge (Section 7.(3). 

The factors that militate against making significant changes to the BDsic Charge are: 

• the government ener~IY efficiency ancl conservation policies (Section 7.5.2) 

• bill impacts and rate stability for residential customers; ancl 

• the feedback received from participants in FEl's Rate Design ancl Segmentation 
workshop (where there was no stron[J support for a cl1ange in t11e Basic Charge ancl the 
volumetric Delivery Charge). 

In order to achieve a reasonoble balance arnon[J competing rate design considerations, FEI is 
proposing a moderate one-time 5% increase in the Basic Charge encl a corresponding decrease 
in tl1e volumetric Delive1y Charge. 

25 .1. Would an increase in the basic charge, combined with an inclining block rate structure for the 
volumetric delivery rate charge provide both a fairer cost recovery and support for energy 
efficiency and conservation principles? 
25 .1.1. If not, please explain why not. 

26. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 7-20 

Four of the utilities presented in the above figure, ATCO Gas, Alta Gas, Union Gas and Gaz 
Metro, do n-0t have a separate rate schedule for residential customers. Instead, their residential 
cuslomers are part of a more heterogeneous group segmented based on consumption as low 
use 114

• This distinction offers a partial explanation for the significantly higher basic charges for 
these utilities, as commercial customers traditionally have higher basic charges than separately 
administered residentml rate sd1edules. Similarly, it is important to note that residential natural 
gas customers in OueMc and Ontario Mve a declining block rate structure. A declining block 
rate structure is more favorable to customers with higher monUl!y consumption levels since the 
unit cost (S/GJ of consumption) will decline after 3 certain monthly consumption t11reshold is 
surpassed. 

113 PNG, Union Gas and ATCO gas have regional rntes. For PNG, tlte average of all rates is U$ed for 
presentation purposes. For Union Gas only M1 rate schedule (South Ontario region} is presented. 

114 Less than 12GD, 4 HI. 1912 and 5236 GJly;aar for ATCO Gas. Gaz Metro. Union Gas and Alta Gas respectively. 

26.1. Please provide a qualitative and quantitative comparison ofresidential and commercial 
customers identifying the characteristics that suggest the appropriateness of having separate 
rate schedules. 

26.2. Please discuss whether it would or would not be feasible for FEI to eliminate the Residential 
rate schedule and utilize a rate structure based on consumption, as is done by ATCO gas, Alta 
Gas, Union Gas and Gaz Metro. 
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26.3. Please provide a list of the advantages and disadvantages of a rate structure that distinguishes 
customers based on volume rather than customer type. 

26.4. Please provide an overview with FEI's best estimates as to how residential and commercial 
customer rates would be impacted by such a change. 

27. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 7-22 

Any rate c!esign proposal should consider the bill impact to custorners and should be 
implemented in a way that 21voids rnte shock to customers. 

The table below provides tile B21sic Cliarge ancl the volumetric Delivery Clinrge Mfore 
rebalrn1cing 115

, 21fter rebalancing (including changes causec! by rate design proposals in other 
rate schedules)116

, oncl with rebaloncing and also a 5% increDse in tl1e dDily Basic Chmge. 

Table 7-7: Different Rate Scenarios for Residential Rate Schedule 

27.1. Please provide FEI's definition of 'rate shock'. 
27 .1.1. Please provide evidentiary support for this definition if available. 

27.2. What are the kinds of costs that should be considered as fixed customer charges versus 
variable delivery charges. 
27.2.1. Please provide a calculation of a basic charge using the full amount of the fixed 

customer costs to establish the basic charge. 
27.2.2. Please provide the percentage of total fixed costs relevant for basic charges that the 

existing and proposed basic charge would collect. 
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28. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 7-22 

Figure 7·11: Customer Bill lmp.ict 118 
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28. 1. How many customers will receive bill increases? 
28.2. How many customers will receive bill decreases? 
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28.3. How many customers will receive fairer bills based on Bonbright fair cost allocation 
principles? Please provide an explanation. 
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29. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 8-7 

T<ilJle 8-2: Multi Jurisdiction Review of Commercial Rate Schedules 

29.1. Under what tariff does ATCO gas serve customers under 1200 GJ? 
29 .1.1. Please provide the rate structure for these customers. 

29.2. Under what tariff does Union Gas serve customers under 1,712 GJ? 
29 .2.1. Please provide the rate structure for these customers. 

30. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 8-7 

TDble 8-2 shows thDt the thresholcl between small nncl lc:irge commercic:il customers ranges from 
41 SJ GJ/yem for Gaz lvletro to 5,500 GJ for Pacific No1ihern c::>as (PNG). The 2,000 GJ 
thresholcl between RS 2 nncl RS 3/RS 23 usecl by FEI is roughly in the rniclclle of this rnnge. 

Consistent witt1 FEI, most of these utilities use a flc:it rnte structure for commercic:il customers. 

The multi-juriscliction review of t11e commercial customer rates s!1ov.;s thcit FEl's use of ci flat mte 
structure is consistent with the comrnercicil rnte structure of most other utilities and also shows 
that FE l's current 2,000/year thresholc! is vvithin the rnnge of thresholcls used by other utilities. 

30.1. Has FEI conducted any commercial customer surveys to determine the preferred threshold? 
3 0 .1.1. If not, why not. 
30.1.2. If so, please provide. 
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31. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 8-8 

B.3.2. t customer Bill Frequency 

FEI has conducted a bill frequency analysis for RS 2 and RS 3/RS 23, which considers the 
annual consumption of the customers in eacl1 rate schedule. Figures 8-6 and 8-7 t}elow show 
the 2015 annual consumption for RS 2 and RS 3IRS 23 customers, respectively. 

Figure 6-6: Small Commercial Customer Bill Frequency 
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Figure 8-6 shows that approximately 72,000 (or approximately 85%} of the 85,000 small 
commercial customers use less than 600 GJ/year and approximately 84,00D (or 99%) 
customers use less than 2,000 GJ/year. Tllere are approximately 600 customers Wtlose annual 
consumption is greater than, the 2,000 GJ thresl1old. Many of the RS 2 customers consuming 
more than the 2,000 GJ threshold me either new customers whose annual consumption 
estimates were too low, or they are customers who l1ave hacl a material change to their 
operations during the year. FEI reviews the customer consumption history annually to ensure 
tnal customer consumption meets the tariff requirements and will transfer customers to the 
appropriate rate schedule as necessary. 

31.1. Please provide the above in tabular form, and break down those commercial customers 
consuming under 600 GJ into 50 GJ increments. 

31.2. Please provide a comparison of a bill for customers consuming 100 GJ under both residential 
and small commercial tariffs. 

31.3. Please provide a comparison of a bill for customers consuming 200 GJ under both residential 
and commercial tariffs. 
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32. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 8-14 
Table 8-4: Comparison of Fixed Costs and Fixed Charge Recoveries 

As sho1M1 in the ta!)le al}OVe,. the Basic Charge for bot11 RS 2 and RS 31RS 23 is Jt least half of 
FEl's customer 3\located costs. The rate design principle to fairly apportion costs would suggest 
that FEI move the Basic C!13rge upwards to be in closer Jlignment with FEl's customer costs. 

However, fJctors that militate ag3mst ma~\ing significant changes to t11e 83sic Cl1arge are: 

• .At 3 level of 62% and 5·1% for RS 2 aml RS 3/RS 23 respectively, FEl's commercial 
customer re1<:1ted costs are reasonal)ty well recovered by the Basic Charge; 

• Government energ-y efficiency Jnd conservation policles discourages higher fixed 
charges: 

• Increasing the Basic Cl13rge •.voulcl result in bill Impacts and rate instability for 
commercial customers. 

Based on these competing plinciples Jnd consiclerations, FEI !)e!ieves th3t t11e bJsic charges 
provicle a reasonat)le recover/ of FEl's commercial customer al!ocatecl fixecl costs. 

32.1. Does PEI consider 'at least half of FEI's allocated costs' to be a threshold ofreasonableness? 
Please explain why or why not. 

32.2. Please confirm that increasing the basic charge and lowering the delivery charge could be 
managed to reduce customer impacts and rate instability for customers. 
32.2.1. If not confirmed, please explain why not. 

33. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 8-15 

S.5 PRINCIPLE BASED REVIEW' OF RATE DESIGN 

The principles adopted l)y FEI for its rJte design Jre presented in Section 5 of tile Application. 
As explained in thJt section, different mte clesign principles may llave varfing levels of 
irnp·ortsnce for different rate sct1edules. Rate design sl1ould slri 1JB to strike a !Ki.lance among 
competing rate design principles lx1sed on tl1e specific cllarJctelistics of customers in each rJte 
schedule. 

Basecl on FEl's examination of each element of Uie commercial rate design as ens.cussed 
above, the commercial mte structure WO!l1•:s well in many respecls. :In particular, tile customer 
segmentation and fl3t rate structure wltl1 s basic 3nd dellveri ch3rge remains appropriate. 

33.1. Please elaborate on how the impo1iance ofrate design principles differ between residential 
and commercial and provide specifics as to which rate design principle(s) are more and those 
which are less important for each rate class. 
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34. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 8-18· 

As shown ab<Jve, moving the se<;imentation threshold down to the 1.000 GJt1•ear level would 
result m considerable cl1;:inges to the annu.:il energy, avera~1e customer use and customer load 
fJctor of the comrnerciJI rJte schedules. The annual energy would reduce IJy 33% for RS 2 ancl 
increase l)y 34% for RS 3/RS 23. The load factor for RS 2 would drop from 30.7% to W.1%, 
similarly Jffectmg FEl's cost alloc;:ition 3rnong 311 customer rate schedules. L3stly, the 
movement of RS 2 customers to RS 3 would cJuse 3pproximately $2.3 million more revenue to 
l)e received under RS 3 th3n lost from RS 2, which would need to be cons;clered in the overall 
revenue rebJIJncing .:m;:ilysis. 

The swgnificant customer disruption caused lYY moving customers representing 3pproximately 
113 of the entire demand witl1in the rate schedule ls not supported IYY the rate design principles 
of rate and revenue stabdity and is sufficient to exclude this option from further consideration. 

34.1. Please provide the expected impacts for the COSA revenue to cost ratios for Rate Schedule 2 
and 3 ifthe segmentation threshold were moved to the 1,000 GJ/year level. 

34.2. Please provide the expected impacts for the COSA revenue to cost ratios for Rate Schedule 2 
and 3 ifthe segmentation threshold were moved to the 1,400 GJ/year level. 
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35. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 8-20 and page 8-11 

{00744758;4} 

The economic cross over point can be aligned with the 2,000 GJ t11resl1old tJy simultaneously 
raising the Basic Charge for both RS 2 and RS 3fRS 23 and lowering the Delivery Charge for 
RS 2 and raising the Oellvef'/ Charge for RS 3/RS 23. These rate adjustments can l}e 
calculated to achieve revenue neutrality for the combined RS 2, RS 3 and RS 23 revenues. 

The effects of t11ese changes on RS 2 and RS 3 rates are represented i)y the dashed lines in 
Figure 8-12 below. The net effect of these acliustments is for the dashed lines to now cross at 
the 2,000 GJ threshold. 

I 
I 

Figure 8-12: RS 2 and RS 3 Redesign at 2,000 GJ 

I 
I 

Rate Proposal shifts 
economic cross over 

point back to 2,000 GJ 

i::1c 

27 
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Figure 8-10: Average Commercial Customer Load Factor versus Annual Consumption Levels 

11 

3 5 .1. FEI' s three options include realigning the segmentation threshold to either 1,000 GJ, or 1,400 
GJ, or to adjust the basic charge and delivery charge to support the existing crossover at 
2,000 GJ, while achieving economic neutrality. Would it be possible to adjust the basic 
charge and the delivery charge to align with an economic crossover at about 1,000 GJ and 
still achieve economic neutrality? Please explain why or why not. 
35.1.1. If yes, please provide details of the changes that would be required in order to do, 

and the impacts that might be expected from such changes. 
35.1.2. If no, please explain briefly why not. 

35.2. Has FEI considered the extent of the dispersion of load factors above 7000 GJ/year 
consumption, and would it make rate design sense to treat the customers in this group 
differently based on load factor? Please explain. 

36. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 9-9 
The change in method to C31culate tt1e Daily Demand requires the Demand Charge to be reset 
to continue to send the appropriate price signals so that only customers with greater than 40% 
lo3d factor have an incentive to take seMce under RS 5/RS 25. Customers w1th a loaci factor 
less than 40% sl1ould be taking service under FEl's Large Commercial rate schedules. FEl's 
proposed solution is to increase t11e Demand Charge by $3.00 which will send t11e appropriate 
price signals to customers. 

36.1. On what basis has FEI established a 40% load factor as the appropriate threshold for 
customers to take service under RS 5/RS 25? Please provide the rationale and the evidence to 
support it. 
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37. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 9-20 

Table 9-4: 2016 COSA Rates for RS 5 and RS 25 

Demi,md Charge $I Month } GJ of 

Delivery Charge $ I GJ 

Admh1iistrative Charge $I Month 

3 7 .1. What costs are recovered in the Administrative charge for RS 25? 

38. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 9-12 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Table 9-5: Example of Demilnd Chilrge Calculation' 47 

Demand Charge Cost per GJ 
51 Line 1) $1 

249 

$21.5% 

$64,52'.:l 

$1.~1 

As can l)e seen in the e:(ample af)OVe. the higl1er load factor customer will have a lower average 
cost !Jec.Juse the Demand Cl1arge is applied to a lower peak day demand t11e Daily 
Demand ::is defined in the rate s£hedules}. Using a Demand Cl1;.cirge is therefore ::i methocl of 
cl1arging a lower average cost to efficient users of FEl's system with high load factors. This 
cannot be ac!1ieved by using a volumetric charge alone. 

Since the utility's delivery costs are almost fully fixed, using a fixed Demand Ct1arge and a fixed 
Basic Charge is more efficient for cost recove.ry of the a!loCJted costs to serve industrial loads. 
FEI concludes that t11e existing rJte structure for RS 5 and 25 is working well as intended. 
However, to use a demand chJrge it is necessar:,i to have 3 me3ns to determine •.vhat the pe3k 
clay clemJnd value is, whicl1 is discussed in Section 9.5 3-4. 

3 8 .1. Please confirm that the higher load factor customer contributes a smaller amount to peak 
demand, and therefore places lower costs on the system overall relative to consumption level. 
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39. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 9-12 
.9.5.3.3 Multi-Jurisdiction Review of Rates 

As discussed al:JOve in Section 9.4, FE! rev1e-wed firm industrial rates offered by natural gas 
utilities in other jurisdictions Based on this review, a demand charge with a volumetric delive1y 
charge rate design is used by 6 out of 10 Canadian utilities as shown in Table 9-3. That is. six 
of the ten utilities surveyecf used some form of clemand charge. Also, three utllities required a 
minimum load factor to qualify for the rate. 

The survey shows that FEl's rate structure for RS 5 and RS 25 is not unique in having a 
demand charge ancl a volumetnc dehver1 charge to recover the costs to serve General Fim1 
Service customers. This re•,riew supports FEl's continued use of a clem;:ind I volumetric delive1y 
rate design for the firm general service rate schedule. 

3 9 .1. Did FEI consider a minimum load factor to qualify for this rate? 
39.1.1. If not, please explain why not. 
39.1.2. If yes, what options did FEI consider with regard to this possibility, and what were 

the outcomes? Please explain. 

40. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 9-13 and 9-14 and page 9-15 

In short. a customer's peak day demand is derived l)asecl upon grossmg up U1e customer's 
ll19hest daiiy average usage from monthly billing data by a factor of 1.25 to estimate their peak 
day consumption within their peak month usage·•;. 
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Today, all RS 51RS 25 customers have metering in place that can provide daily consumption 
figures. With daily measurement information a•1ailab1e for all RS 5fRS 25 customers, FEI 
reviewed the current demand formlllJ multiplier of 1.25 to detem1ine w11elher or not it is 
reflective of this customer group's peJk day consumption Jnd, if not, w11ether the multiplier 
should lie adjusted or altern::itively whether a new method s/1ou!d l>e developed and 
implemented. 

The current method of determining the Daily Demand overestimates the peak day demand for 
the majority of RS SIRS 2:. cus1omers. This can /)e seen by comparing the average Daily 
Demand usin~1 the current metr1od to the results for the average consumption on the 3 or 5 
coldest clays As shown in the table !Jelow, for approximately 450 of the 774 customers (those 
with a load f:mor >50%), t11e current method using a 125 multiplier yields an average Daily 
Demand that is 46% higher than the actual average consumption on the five coldest days (10:'. 
GJ f 72 GJ - 1 ). w1·1en considering all customers, tile average Daily Demand is 30% higher than 
the average demand per clay derived from Jctual consumption on the three or five coldest days 
(100GJ177 GJ-1), 

Table 9-6: Avernge Daily Demand (GJ} per Customer by Load Factor Segment (Combined Totals 
for RS 5 and RS 25 Customers} 

Load 
196 Factor 73 77 87 

5 ~50% Loacl Factor 105 447 71 607 

6 All Customers 100 774 77 774 

FEI considered the following options for estim:iting peak day dema11d: 

1. St;:itus Quo/Current Formula - Continue to use the current Daily Demand formula l'lith the 
1.2!:• multiplier. 

2, Current Formula with Updated Multiplier - Use the Current Fom1ula method descnlled 
a!Jove, but update the current 1.25 multiplier to align with the customer groups' coincident 
daily usage under peak weather conditions (5 coldest days for their region) for each 
customer, 149 

3. FEI System Maxi111um Day Send out - Use the custonwr's ac1ual consumptioo that 
occurred on the sa111e day as FEl's maximum daily send out (Le,, during 2015 the 
maximum daily :>Bild out occurred on Decemlier 31, 2015), 

4. Aver;:ige Coosurnption on 3 or 5 Coldest Days in Region - Use the cl1stomer's actual 
::iverJge daily consumption over the 5 coldest days for their region. 

5. Modified Fom1uki - Use the greater of the customer's average consunipt1on on the five 
coldest days for their region or one haif of the average summer ma>:inmm clay (as in the 
current forrnula method). 

40, 1. Would FEI agree that using customers' actual data represents a more accurate method of 
calculating load factor than grossing up highest daily averages? Please explain. 

40.2, Please provide the anticipated outcomes for customers under each of the alternatives, 
including anticipated bill changes, and % bill changes and the number of customers affected 
in each of the load factor categories, 
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41. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 9-18 and 9-19 
Table 9-10: Summary of Methods to Determine D,,ily Demand 

Status Quo I Current Formula 

• 1.25 x tines tl;e g reeler of 
highest montrJy <iverage day 
use from November 1 to March 
31 or Vi of highest n;ontl~y 
average day use from /l.pnl 1 to 

FEI 5y>$lem Maximum Day 5end 
Out 
• Cus1om~ro( consumption on 

FEl's ma>imum day send out 

• Formula has been in us.e for 
many years and is wen 
underotoo:I by customen;; 

• Rote colcufotion is underntood 
and the infommtion is readily 
<Wailable to cusloo1ers 

a 
demand during FEI system 
max day 

• 1.25 multiplier is not aligned 
v.1th coincident pea~. usage 

• M11!tipiier 1s derived from the 
whol<: of Gil cu•,tomers & may 
not reasonably calculate an 
individuc;I cu:stoniern peak day 

on 
single day mx.imum serid out 
is vaiia!J!e potentially producing 
erratic results from yem to year 

• Um.table revenues from 
unstable Daily Demand 

• A fom1uia will sbll lie required 
for new CU$tomern for v,hich 
there was no consumpfon 
record 011 s'y'l)tern maximum 
day 

~---·--·--·--'···-··-·-··--·--·~····-·-··--·~·'-·-·-··--·----··-···--.....! 

Averat-~ Cons1.1mpt10n on 5 
Ccfde-sl Days in Region 

r~;fied Fofmula 

• The greater of the average 
cori5umption on the 5 colde$f 
days or ~/:of high~t moothty 
av~mge day uue from April 1 to 
October 31 

.. 
• A\·erage or multiple dayg 
reduce~ the impact of csn 
onomolous dJ/ of kt# 
OOfl::.umpOOn which vJCu!d not 
be representative of demand 
durin9 regular businee.~ 
opercitions during cold we.1thff 
do11> 

• Remove.a frKtoring in of 
aoomclout1 d<lys of zero er ve1y 
low demand in the v,inter 
penod due to hcllday season 
business operationo 

• Provides Daily Demand 
measurement fof custcmero 
who.$e peuk ocwrs in the 
eJ.1mmer period {E.-5 cuotomern 
In 2015) 

• R;;iqtHe.s add~tional detail 

related to weather sfotkm daay 
temperGtures- bi region \'.ihere 
customers are t-Ocated 

• Anomaktlls recult c<X.1!-0 still 
occur for custOfnerc \liho mar 
have ha-0 consecuth'e dLiyn of 
reduced demand due to ~<:lilt 
out..1g.es or reduced demarv.J for 
holiday e.eri.!;on 

• A fom\Ul.'1 wHI sbl! be required 
for new cust¢rnero where there 
is no consumption retord 
during the 5 co{dest da~ 

• Requires add;tioriul detailed 
info1maton by weather station 
in regions v.'here customers nre 
located 

• OoeL:lJs might not be read!ly 
avai!ab!e to cu!>tomers 

• l/v'Hi need fomiu!a for new 
custcmero where there is no 
consumpfon record during the 
5 coldeot doyo 

r-·------·------·--·---+·-·--·-···--·--·-·-···-·---1--·····--·----·---
• Mu1tiptier lS b~sed on oli 

Genernl Fim1 custonJ.ers 
demand & not based on 
1ndividu'1! customers peak 
con::umptJon 

Current Formula with 
Muitiplier 

• (S<~me GS current m~hodl 
eAcept use lower mil!t1pher th.1t 
more clo5ely a~gns with pear. 
dem~md ri.s mea$t.Jred by 
average cons1.1mpt10n on S 
coldeot days) 

many ye.:;rs and 15 'well 
understood by custOf'lwrs 

• Rate ca!cld<Jtion is un-d"3rstcod 
ond information is readily 
cwJiJable to cm:.t<xners 

• Updated m1.1ttip!fer ohgns the 
Doily Demand to the peak 
demand of i311 General Firm 
c1.1~tome-rs during the 5 coldest 
days, i.e., U1,; oum of all 
c~1ttomem demand in their 

~------··~--..L--'~e~~-0~n:;..... ___ _ 

41.1. Please confirm that using actual customer data, the load factor could be adjusted annually. 
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42. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 9-17 and page 9-20 
Tt1ble 9-8: Mumber of Customers by loJd L1ctor Segment (Combined Totals for RS 5 ancl RS 25 

Customers) 

40%to 
4 <45% Lon-0 75 22 64 54 43 43 

fGctor 
45% to 

5 <~50% Load 196 65 104 93 87 87 
Factor 

6 
>50% Load 447 660 538 5713 607 608 Factor 

7 Total 774 774 774 774 

This option strikes a ba!;:mce between better alignment of an esti!rnted coincident peak demand 
and a l1ig!1 level of customer understancling of how the rates would l)e applied. This option will 
a!so provide for more rate ;:ind revenue st;:ibility producing fewer ;:inomalous results. 

Other than the acljustment to the multiplier, this met11od uses t11e current formula, which has 
been used for many years and is un1jerstood by customers. The rate calculation is 
understandable and it is easy to implBment. This method also re-Ouces potential anomalous 
results that could understate or not be representative of a customer's peak demand. Anomalous 
results could !)e subswntive from reduced demand on Sundays, statutory holidays or sl1ort tem1 
season;:il ri0lidays, such as tl1e Christm;:is .I New Year periocl when some customers would l1ave 
reduced operations. By maintaining the fom1ula and not requiring daily consumption figures for 
every customer, new customers to t!11s rate class t11at do not yet have (Ja1ly metering can still 
determme :f t11ere is a oenefit of moving into u-1e rate cl;:iss. 

For all of these reasons. FE! prop-0ses to upd3te the multiplier in the Daily Demand formulJ to 
1.10 as discussed above. 

4 2 .1. Please elaborate on the issue of potential anomalous results and how they might impact (a) 
the customer, (b) other customers within the rate class, and ( c) customers in other rate classes. 

42.2. Does PEI consider its industrial customers to be sophisticated consumers of energy? Please 
explain why or why not. 
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43. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 9-21 
FEI considered the following options to ensure there is an appropriate economic incentive for 

lower load factor customers to continue to take service under RS 3/RS 23 rather than RS 5/RS 
25. 

1. Change the Basic Charge - raising the Basic Charge will mostly incent low volume 
customers to take service under Large Commercial RS 3/RS 23, but would not target 

customers with a low load factor. This is because the Basic Charge is a fixed monthly 
charge independent of the monthly or annual demand or the load factor of the customer. 

2. Change the Delivery Charge - raising the Delivery Charge will affect all customers based 

on their total demand without regard to the customer's load factor. This will encourage 

more customers with a high load factor to migrate to Large Commercial which is not the 
intent of the change that is required. 

3. Remove the Demand Charge • removing the demand charge from RS 5/RS 25 (as 
suggested by a stakeholder dLiring the stakeholder engagement workshop) would remove 
the mechanism that rewards more efficient system Lltilization by higher load factor 
customers. RS 5 and RS 25 were designed to serve high load factor customers. 

4. Change the Demand Charge - raising the Demand Charge will more directly incent low 
load factor customers to take service under Large Commercial RS 3/RS 23. 

Of the options listed above, the best mechanism to provide an incentive for customers whose 
load factor is less than 40% to take service under RS 3/RS 23, rather than RS 5/RS 25, is to 
increase the Demand Charge. 

Specifically, FEI proposes to raise the Demand Charge by $3.00 per month per GJ of Daily 
Demand to increase the economic crossover point between RS 3/RS 23 and 5/25. 

43 .1. Could FBI simply introduce a restriction for a minimum load factor going forward and 
grandfather existing customers? Please explain why or why not. 
43 .1.1. If yes, would a 40% load factor be the appropriate cut-off? Please explain why or 

why not and provide FEI's view of the appropriate cut-off. 

44. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 9-22 and 9-23 and page 9-24 
Specifically, FEI proposes to raise the Demand Charge by $3.00 per month per GJ of Daily 
Demand to increase the economic crossover point between RS 3/RS 23 and 5/25. 

The economic cross over point after increasing the Demand charge by $3.00 is shown in Table 
9-13 below. As shown in the table, the proposed increase to the Demand charge increases the 
economic cross over point such that there would be relatively few customers that would have 
sufficient annual volumes to make taking service under RS 5/RS 25 economic at a load factor 
less than 40%. Table 9-14 below shov.;s the economic crossover from Table 9-13 and Table 9-7, 
with the proposed rates for RS 3/RS 23 and RS 5/RS 25 which shows the increased annual 
volume required for a commercial customer to be incented to take service under RS 5/RS 25. 
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Table 9-13: Large Commercial I General Firm Economic Crossover at Varying Load Factors at 
Proposed Rates 

Monthly Charges (Basic+ 
Admln. Fee) $/Month $223.78 $665.00 
----------·-·---+------_, ____ ·---------
Demand Charge $/GJ/Month NI A $24.596 From Table 9-7 at 2016 

COSA RATES 
-------~---·-

Delivery Charge $/GJ $3.175 S0.887 

Load 
Factor 

-----··-~--'---·----·---l---· .. ---~----------1 
Economic Peak Winter Peak Winter 
Cross.over Daily Month With Daily Month With 
(GJ/Year) Demand 1. 1 multiplier Demand .25 multiplier 

----··----1-~----·-~-------·--1 
50% 7,894 GJ 43 GJ 1,180 GJ 35 GJ 840 GJ 

45% 10,783 GJ 66 GJ 1,790 GJ 48 GJ 1, 145 GJ 

40% 19,874 GJ 136GJ 3,712GJ 75GJ 1,797 GJ 

2,028 GJ 
---·-· -------

39% 24,675 GJ 173 GJ 4,727 GJ 84 GJ 
---·---·-'----------'-------~--~--

38% 33,089 GJ 239 GJ 

~~~-3-7o/c-o - -~6 GJ~382 GJ 

36% 126,696 GJ 964 GJ 
------ - - --

6,506 GJ 

10,432 GJ 

26.296 GJ 

97 GJ 

114 GJ 
------

138 GJ 

2,327 GJ 

2,730 GJ 

3,301 GJ 

Table 9-14: Economic Crossover Volume at Proposed Rates (Table 9-13) Compared to at 2016 
COSA Rates (Table 9·7) 

50% 7,894 GJ 6,386 GJ 

45% 10,783 GJ 7,834 GJ 
~-----~-

40% 19,874 GJ 10,930 GJ 

39% 24,675 

38% 33,089 

37% 51,656 

36% 126,696 

The tables above demonstrate that the proposed rate changes improve the incentive for 
customers who are less than 40% load factor to appropriately take service under RS 3/RS 23 
because of the increased volume it takes to reach the point of indifference when the annual bill 
would be the same under large commercial service or general firm service. 

9.5.9 Bill Impact Analysis 

The bill impact from the reduction in the multiplier in the Daily Demand formula is offset by the 
$3 increase in the Demand Charge. The net impact on RS 5/RS 25 revenues is an incremental 
$45 thousand of revenue, which is approximately a $0.003 per GJ increase or $5 per customer 

per month. 

44.1. The economic crossover is increased for all load factor and remains almost double for 
customers with load factors of 40%. Please comment on FEI's expectation of the impact of 
the higher crossover for customers with load factors of 40%, 45% and 50%. 
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44.2. Please provide Tables 9-13 and 9-14 demonstrating the economic crossovers of increasing the 
demand charge by $2 instead of $3. 
44.2.1. Please provide a discussion of the bill impact of such a change. 

44.3. Please provide Table 9-13 and 9-14 demonstrating the economic crossovers of increasing the 
demand charge by $1 instead of $3. 
44.3 .1. Please provide a discussion of the bill impact of such a change. 

45. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 9-24 and 9-6 

FEl's interruptible rates are designed to provide sufficient incentive to encourage existing 
customers to remain on interruptible service and attract new interruptible customers. For 
interruptible customers, contributors to their cost of taking interruptible service are factors such 
as: 

• the customer's capital costs to install a backup energy system; 

• the cost of the alternate backup fuel; 

• the opportunity cost to the customer of potential lost production, should they need to 
curtail their operations; and 

• the potential frequency and level of service curtailment to the customer. 

During t11e 1996 R8te Design, FEI est£Jblishecl a discount for interruptible service from General 
Finn Service (RS 5/RS 25) basecl upon an 80<fo loacl f21ctor. In the 200 I Rate Desi~Jn 

proceeding, this rnlationsllip was reviewed a~1ain in relation to the value of the discount from 
firm service. This discount was applied in comparison to the firm service rc:ite offered to RS 
5/RS 25 customers, with the cliscounting c8lculntion ngnin based on an 80% loacl factor. 

45 .1. Why did FEI establish 80% as the appropriate load factor for the RS5/RS 25 demand charge 
(plus delivery charge) on which to base the RS7/RS27 delivery charge. 

45.2. Please provide the evidentiary base for using an 80% load factor. 
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46. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 9-27 

Table 9-16: RS 5 at 80% Load F<lctor Compared to RS 7151 

Effective Rate/GJ for nn RS 5 
firm service customer at an 
assumed 80% Load Factor 

RS 7 
General Interruptible Sales 
Service 

Differential (per GJ) 

RS 5-RS 7 

Discount as a Percer 
of Total Firm 

$0.836 $1.353 $'1.455 

17.3'% I Hl.0'% I 1l3.0% I 

Notes: 

• Line I is the RS 5/RS 25 Demand Charge converted to n volumetric rate bnsed on an 80% Load 
Factor (detailed in the footnote) 

• Line 2 is the RS 5/RS 25 Delivery Chcirge 

• Line 3 is the sum of lines ·1 and 2 
• Line 4 is the RS ?IRS 27 Delivery Chnrge 
• Line 5 is the value of the discount (Line 3 - Line 4) between RS 5/RS 25 and RS 7/RS 27 

• Line 6 is the vnlue of the discount expressed as a percentage of the tot;:il Firm (Line 3). 

151 2016 - current Demand Cllarge is equal to $20.077 x 12 l 365 I 80% = $0.825: 2016 GOSA plus known and 
measuralJle cl1anges Demand Charge= $21596 x 121365 / 80% = S0.888. 

46.1. Please extend the table to include FEI's proposed increase to the demand charge in RS 5/25 

47. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 9-27, and page 9-29 

As shown in Table 9-16 obove, while the $/<3J value of the discount has increased from 200 I to 
2016 COSA rotes (due to general rate increases between 2001 and 2016), the relative 
percenta~1e of the discount of u-1e interruptible rate to the firm rnte ot on 80°0 lood factor has 
remained relatively constant at obout 18c)o. 
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Table 9-17: RS 5 at 55% Load F;:ictor Compared to RS 7 at 80% Load Factor 152 

Demand 
$0.740 $1.200 

Effective Rate/GJ for an RS 5 Charge 
-------- -- ·- ----~-- -·-------- -· ---- ------------- -

firm service customer at an 
2 

Delivery 
$0.502 $0.825 $0.887 

assu1T1ed 55% Load Factor Charge 
---

Total $1.242 $2.025 $2.178 

RS 7 
Delivery 

General Interruptible Sales $0.836 $'1.353 $ l .455 
(" . Charge 
ve1Y1ce 

Differe ntia I (per GJ) 
$0.406 $0.1372 $0.723 

RS 5- RS 7 

Discount as n Percentnge 
32.7%> 33.2% 33.2% 

of T otnl Firm 

Interruptible service sl1ould be offerecl at a suitable discount from firm service clelive1y rate in 
order to balance a nurr1ber of the n:ite design principles, inclucli1ir~i: 

• Principle 3: Price signals that encourn~1e efficient use ancl cliscoura~1e inefficient use 

• Principle 4: Customer understanding and acceptance 

• Principle 5: Prncticnl ancl cost effective 

• Principles l1 oncl 7: Rote and Revenue Stability 

From the customer's perspective, the economic decision to take firm or interruptil)le service is 
clepenclent on whether the discount from firm is sufficient to compensate for tl1e cost to hove an 
alternate backup system ancl fuel that can be used or the cost from ceosing operations. Setting 
the discount either too high or too lovv would send the wrong price signals and could cause rnte 

and revenue instability for customers and FEI, respectively. If t1·1e discount is too low, this may 
cliscourn~1e new customers from considering interruptible service c:incl may also cm1se existing 
interruptible customers to migrate to firm service. If the discount is too high and if the expected 
level of cu1toilrnent is very lovv, too many customers witl1 firm service may elect to contract for 
interruptible service. 

4 7 .1. Please confirm that the appropriate discount rate should heavily consider the value to PEI, 
and to ratepayers of reducing peak demand. 
4 7 .1.1. If not confirmed, please explain why not. 

47.2. Would it be theoretically appropriate for PEI to encourage as many customers as required to 
move off the peak, in order to minimize peak demand and achieve high and consistent 
throughput throughout the year? Please explain why or why not. 

47.3. Please explain if PEI considers 18% to be the optimal discount at 80% load factor and 33% to 
be the optimal discount at 55% load factor, and please explain why. 
4 7.3 .1. If these are not the optimal discounts, please provide PEI' s view as to the optimal 

discount 
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48. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 9-30 
The cliscount of opproxirnately $0.34 per GJ is sufficient to require interruptible customers to 
have nlternative backup fuel I systems to use when interruption is required by FEL This is 
evidenced by the stability of customers takinc;;i interruptible service, i.e .. the lack of rnic;;iration in 
or out of RS 7/RS 27. Also, nll non-bypass customers avoid an incremental $0.04 per GJ cost of 
service from ovoided system improvements. The net benefit to non-bypass customers is 
approximately $5 million dollars. 

Table 9-19: Net Savings to the Cost of Service 

PJ's 6.7 
$0.344 

$2,305 
~-~~~~------~·----·~·-~-~-~------~-;~-

All Non-Byp<Jss Volumes (Appendix 9-3) T J's 

FEI concludes that the existing rntes for RS 7 and 27 achieve a rensonable bnlnnce between 
rnaximizing the economic value of interruptible service, whicl1 helps to offset utility costs to firm 
customers, ancl provirJin~1 a sufficient incentive for existing customer to stay on interruptible 
service and to encourage new customers to sign up for interruptible service. 

48 .1. Please provide a graphic representation of, and the supporting data, the relationship between 
savings to non-bypass customers and increases in interruptible volumes. 

48.2. Please provide an assessment of what might be required to incent additional interruptible 
volumes and whether or not discounts are sufficient. 

49. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 10-26 
rv1ost days of tile year, tile System operates under normal conclitions. Under normal conditions, 
customers witllin claily balancecl groups nre required to adllere to a 20°;;) balancing tolerance. A 

IJalancing cl1arge applies wt1en a transpo1iation customer under-delivers (meaning demand is 

greater tllan supply) beyond the 20% tolerance. The tolerance is appliec! based on a "greater 
of' formula. Wt1en m1thorizecl supply plus the greater of ·120% or ·100 GJ is insufficient to meet 
demand for a clay, balrn1cing charges will apply. Charges are $ L l O/GJ in the winter and 
$0.30/GJ in t11e summer. 

49 .1. What was FEI' s original rationale for allowing monthly balanced groups as well as daily 
balanced groups? 

49 .2. What was PEI' s original rationale for allowing a tolerance of 20%? 
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50. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 10-27 
Shipper Dgents mannging dnily balanced groups use the imbalance return service, which allows 
them access to their "banked" inventory on FEl's System. To build on the previous exnrnple, 
wl1en imbalance return is authorized, 181 as shown in Fi~JLtre I 0-9 below, sl1ipper a~1ents can use 
their inventory as £l source of gas supply in acldition to the authorized supply at the 

interconnecting point. The aut11orizecl supply at the interconnecting point is ·10,000 GJ combined 
with tt1e an1ount of authorized imbalance return of 3,000 GJ for a total of '13,000 GJ. FEI then 
applies the tolerance calculation to determine if under-deliveries exceeclecl tt1e tolerance. In this 
case, the shipper agent over-delivered by t>OO GJ and no charges were incurred. 

50. 1. Please provide an approximation of the range of volumes of 'banked' inventory that shippers 
may have at their disposal at any given time. 

51. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 10-31 

Figure 10-11: Comparison of Selected Balancing Provisions among North American LDCs 

Not shown: 
Enstar (Alaska) 

10%!1 

51.1. PEI' s Figure 10-11 does not include the Prairie provinces. Please explain why, and provide 
the evidence if it is available. 

51.2. Are there any LDCs that do not allow for balancing tolerances at all? 
51.2. 1. If yes, please identify those LDCs. 
51.2.2. If yes, did PEI consider removing the balancing tolerances altogether? Please 

explain why or why not. 
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52. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 10-32 to 10-33 
Transportation customers vvho maintain large imbalances wit11in the month 8re receiving v81ue 
from FEl's midstream resources. Black & Veatch was tasked by FEI to estimate the value of 
t11is service. In tt1e Application to Amend the Monthly Balancing Charges for R8te Scl1edules 
23, 25, 2() and 27, the Commission directed FEI to evaluate the extent to which FEI uses core 

~1as cost resources to balance the over<111 transportation service imb8lances for e8ch clay and 
the cost to the sales customers. 184 The research and analysis to derive the replacement costs 
below aclclresses this directive. A summary of this stucly is provided below, and the entire report 
is provide cl in Appendix I 0- I . 

Black & Veatch developed a met11oclology to calculate the estirm1tecl replacernent cost that 
transportation customers or st1ipper agents would have to incur to secure the balancing services 

currently provided by FEI (tl1e Replacement Cost Analysis). As inclicated in Table I 0-7 below, 
the balancing service that FEI provides has market value. 

Table 10-7: Repkicement Cost of Balancing Services (Base Case) 

$6,508,586 

20% $8,6'17,227 0.1·19 

52.1. Please provide a brief overview of the Black and Veatch methodology for calculating the 
replacement value. 

52.2. Please confirm that Black and Veatch's methodology does not provide the incremental cost to 
non-bypass customers of having Transportation customers utilize FEI's midstream resources. 

53. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 10-34 
In determining an appropriate tolerrn1ce tl'1resl1olcl for FEl's transporiation rnodel, FEI considered 
researcl1 by Black & Veatch wt1ich indicates that some utilities hold tl1eir customers to a 59'ci 
tolerance. FEI considered tl1is tolerance, but cleterrninecl that 59.10 is too stringent, especially in 

li~1ht of the current rate scl1edule terms and conditions where FEI reserves U1e right to impose a 
50,o tolerance under supply restriction circumstances. 

FEI also consiclerecl the tolerances maintained by sl1ipper agents operating under the 
trnnsportation model today, under Urn current business rules witl1 both daily nncl monthly 
provisions. Based on the analysis and b<llancing octivity by transportation customers in 2014 

53 .1. Please elaborate on why 5% is too stringent a tolerance. 
53 .2. The CEC interprets FEI's concern of its right to impose a 5% tolerance under supply 

restriction circumstances as being a desire to retain a different tolerance between the 
situations relating to supply restriction. Please confirm or explain otherwise. 
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53 .3. If confirmed, please explain why FEI wishes to retain a difference as opposed to eliminating 
the different tolerances altogether. 

53.4. If confirmed, please e confirm that FEI could also lower and/or eliminate its tolerances under 
supply restriction conditions such that there is a difference between the two tolerances. 

54. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 10-34 

Table 10-8: Imbalance data under a 10% tolerance 

Shipper Agent N !NL 287 -2,CHO -(j 8 -67% 

Shipper Agent N LML 219 -30,843 ·85 230 ·37% 

Shipper Agent M LML 216 -74,312 ·204 467 -44% 

Shipper Agent I INL 210 ·28,100 ·77 414 -19% 

Shipper Agent E INL 203 -209,596 ·574 2,128 -27% 

Shipper Agent C LML 185 -848,871 -2,326 13,829 -17% 

Shipper Agent o LML 170 -4,442 -12 124 ·10% 

Shipper Agent D INL 109 ·210,408 ·576 3,.J,01 -17% 

Shipper J\gent D LML 161 -652,440 -1,783 14,446 -12% 

Shioper Agent E LML 149 -691,630 -1,895 13,008 -15% 

Shipper Agent A LML 137 -256,193 -702 19,970 -4% 

Shioper Agent c INL 115 ·143,5415 .393 8,173 -5% 

I LML 109 ·155 2,591 -6% 

Shipper Agent H !NL 17 -21,243 -58 5,.l93 ·1% 

Shipper AgentO INL 12 -13,784 -38 15,191 0% 

Shipper AgPnt A. INL '11 -59,806 -164 :!0,978 -1% 

Shipper Agent F INL 7 -22,161 -61 14,602 0% 

Shipper Agent B LML 5 -7,141 -20 15,641 0% 

Shipper Agent K !NL 4 -2,767 -8 1,199 -1% 

Shipper Agent L LML 3 ·2,049 -6 1,155 0% 

Shipper Agent H LML l ·405 -l 3,027 0% 

Shipper Ag<mt G !NL 1 -92.1 -3 9,830 0% 

Shipper AgentJ LML 1 -69 0 1,435 0% 

54.1. Please identify whether each of the shippers is Daily or Monthly Balanced. 

55. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 10-36 

10.7.6 FEI System Balancing - Appropriate Charges 

As shown in Figures 10-8 and I 0-9, the current charges for exceeding the b<lloncing tolerance 
of 2oq10 ore $1.30/<::JJ in the winter and $0.30/(;,J in tl1e summer. As FEI is proposing to reduce 

the System bolancing tolerance from 2oq1C. to I oq-0, FEI evaluated the level of charges that would 
be appropriate for the tighter balancing tolerance. FEI is proposing o tiered approach in order to 
loyer in charges that are incrementally higher as threshold percentages are exceeded. FEI 
consiclerecl three rnnges, 0- IO~o, 10-20% and greater than 2oqc.. For shipper agents operating 

within the 0-1 o0,o range, FEI proposes to impose no penolty. To determine a slightly higher 
charge for t11e ·10-20% range, FEI evaluated the variable cost~; involved in balancing the 
System, both to rn1cl from its storage resources. 
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55.1. Why does FEI wish to 'layer in' charges? 
55.2. Is it FEI's objective to reduce, or to eliminate excess imbalances altogether? Please explain. 

56. Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 10-37 

Based on the rnnge in incremental variable costs. FEI is proposin~J to apply a mid-range charge 
of $0.25 CADfGJ for the I 0-20<!-0 range which woulcl be appliecl in both the summer ancl winter 
rnontlis. Should the cost of gas exceecl $5.00 US/l'v11'1'1Btu, which is the l1ighest value FEI 
reviewecl, FEI will apply to the Commission to update the d1orge. 

In the t11ird tolerance range. shipper agents t11at exceed the 20% tolerance level would be 
subject to the same char~1es nppliecl today, $I. I O/GJ in the winter months and $0.30/GJ in the 
summer months. Any of these charges paid by shipper agents for either the I 0-20~,o ran~1e or 
above 2oq-0 will be creclitecl back to the miclstream po1tfolio to recover costs for resources held 
on behalf of sales customers. 

Table I 0-10 below surnrnarizes t11e charges that would be imposed in t11e three tolerance 
ran~ie::>. 

Table 10-10: Range of System Imbalance and Associated Charges 

Tier 1:0-10% No fee No fee 

Tier 2: 10-20% $0.25 $0.25 

56.1. Please provide an estimate of the amounts that FEI expects to be credited back to the 
midstream portfolio? 

56.2. Please provide FEI's best estimate of the costs that are incurred by non-bypass customers for 
holding resources on behalf of sales customers. 

57. Reference: Exhibit B-2, Appendix 11-2 
FE! 2016 R,:ite Oes19n Appli~.-ihon 

Unt Partirn!dg -,-
2 Remrrit:ct Pa1mems in 2Q1S 
l 

10 

R;;rnmedcheque~ 

RtturnedEFTs 

TD C;:i11ilda Tnm c.naif.OS and ~ym<or chw•e~ 
We1ghtecfaver3i;eper1eturnedp~)nHml 

11 ~pmmemPra<t!~!MCon 

12 Co,;tot ro::tum cheque~ 

l3 
14 <ui:t,:imer St:r\•r:,; f11ifM Dep~nr11en1 i'r<:1ces<h~ (~,~t 

15 Concfretump~yment5 

1' 
17 TmalcvH;:ift,3n(i:1nvarernrn1-1a1·men1 

" 19 FEIP1opOH:dRetu10P.lym.:nt(hl1~e 
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57. 1. Please explain why FEI is proposing a charge of $8.00 when the cost is closer to $7.00 or 
$7.50. 

58. Reference: Exhibit B-1-3, page 11-28 
T~ 11-6: Update to OH&M Charge Calcuial.Jon 

rorecmt ForcclB!t 

2011> 2017 fotal 
l/i 7 lG9 ~.516 

70 60 :3c 
817 ill9 l,G4G 

Us !l':·bl t".e 20 6 ar:~ 2017 forecast volurn;:s "rorn tr'e FE: Annual R:e•Jiew for 20!7 Rates, 
Evider:tla'"f Upd3te filec Octd.oer !5, 21] "13, thE GH&M calwl3tic.". in Table 1-13 res1Jis in 
SO .E•7.'GJ Given that tr•e OH&M charge is cepe'"<:em on forecast volumes wric::h 1v' va~y from 
ack;:;I VO .;rres., ::md be.:zause: t':e term o' tr1€ GGR R e:.1e11ds 'urtrc.er t':.ln 2017 (to c'.:::.==.n.._;,_.:;;.;_, 

expects ti" s am01.111t w~I decrease over t1r0e FEI o:•nt nues to updatE- its :orecasts for the 
rema te:"rn of t!".e GGRR and t.ehe·ves 1hat the c:.:rrent leve:s of overhe:uJ .'i'1d volumes 
continue to SU):',0011 the SO .:52 OH.~M c'"':arge. 

11.3.3 c 
Base<:• on FEl's review a~ t'H? updated c,:h::ul.:;;ti<Y':, FE! recom'!1e'1ds t'fe OH&M char•;;;e •or 

CNG 3'1d LNG fue!ing station cusmmers rernar. unco!":>ng~ lt SO 52:GJ 

58.1. Please explain why Customer Education is expected to be lower in F2017 than F2016. 
58.2. Why did FEI average the two years instead of using the Forecast for 2017? Please explain. 
58.3. lfFEI has a forecast available for F2018 please provide. 

59. Reference: Exhibit B-1-1-1page13-20 and Exhibit B-1-1page13-20 and Cover 
Letter pages 1-2 

Table 13·12: Revenue to Cost and Margin to Cost Ratios 

Domestic Residential Service 
Rate 2. 1 
General Small Commercial Service 

108.3% 110.7% 

Rate 2.2 
General Larqe Commercial Service 

113.2% 118.2% 

Rate Schedule 25 
General Firm Trans )Ortation Ser.ke 

112.1% 1'12.1% 
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During the Workshop, staff rnisecl o question about whether there should be a different Peak 
Load Corrying Copocity (PLCC) value used for Fort Nelson os o sepornte entity 1 The PLCC 
is intended to recognize thut there is cupacity emt)eddecl in t11e minimum system <:ind make 
an acljustment in the Peak Day Demancl allocator to account for this. Since t11e Worksl1op; 
FEI considered tile notion of using a Fort Nelson-specific PLCC both internally and in 
consultation with EES Consulting and concluded that using a Fort Nelson specific PLCC 
would be more appropriate given Fort Nelson hos its own Minimum System Stucly and 
l)ecause it is a separate region for rote making purposes. Consequently, FEI has conducted 
further analysis usin~1 a separate PLCC for Fort Nelson. 

As n result, in this evidentimy upc!ote, t11e COSA results for Fort Nelson have been revised 
reflectinG1 tt1e use of a specific PLCC for Fort Nelson of ·1.178 GJ per customer (as compared 
to tl1e F1LCC of 0.205 GJ per customer for FEI as a wl1ole incluclin~1 Fort Nelson). FEI 
believes t11at tl1e use of tile Fort Nelson-specific PLCC is appropriate since it uses data and 
analysis specific to tile service area in wllich it is being appliecl and is also better for Fort 
Nelson customers i)ecause it reduces the mngnitucle of rate rebalancing 

Table 13·12: Revenue to Cost •md Margin to Cost Ratios 

Domestic Residential) Set'l,ice 
Rate 2.1 
Gener<:il Small Commercial Ser-,ice 
Rate 2.2 
General Lar e Commercial Ser-iice 
Rate Schedule 25 
Gener31 Fim1 Tr3ns ort3tion Service 

119.9% 126.4% 

142.3% 164.5% 

112.1% 112.1% 

59 .1. The change in the PLCC has quite dramatically altered the COS Revenue to Cost ratios. 
Please elaborate on how the change in the PLCC resulted in this change. 

60. Reference: Exhibit B-1-1-1page13-20 

Table 13-12: Revenue to Cost and Margin to Cost Ratios 

Rate 1 
90.5% 88.0% 

Domestic Resiclential Service 
Rate 2.1 

108.3% 110.7% 
General Srnnll Comrnercinl Service 
Rate 2.2 

113.2~/o I 18.2% 
General (Lnr. e Comrnerciar Service 
Rate Schedule 25 

112.lo/o 112.1% 
Generwl Firm Trans )Ortation Service 

Table 13-12 shows that R:C ratios for Rote,:. l ancl :2. I ere ;v1th1n )he ranqe of reasonableness ... 
and Rcite 2 2 ancl Rate Scl1edult?. 2::, are above but near the upper bouncl of the ranqe rmcl ~ · 

relx1lancin~1111ay IJe necessary. FEl's proposal for rebalancing is discussed in Section '13.7.1.4. 

60 .1. Does FEI have a range of reasonableness it considers appropriate for the Margin to Cost 
ratio? 
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60.1.1. If yes, please provide FEI's views as to the range of reasonableness for the Margin 
to Cost ratio. 

60. 1.2. Please confirm that it is equally unfair for a customer group to be low on the 
Revenue to Cost Ratio as it is for customer groups to be high on the Revenue to 
Cost ratio. 
60.1.2. 1. If not confirmed, please explain why not. 
60.1.2.2. If confirmed, please confinn that Rate 1 is virtually on the lower bound 

of the 10% range ofreasonableness and rebalancing is necessary. 
60. 1.3. Please confirm that Rate 2. 1 is approaching the upper bound of the 10% range of 

reasonableness. 
60.2. Please calculate the rate impacts required for a rebalancing to unity implemented once every 

10 years with a 1 % adjustment to Rate Schedule 1 per year phased-in and propo1tionally 
equal reductions for those rate schedules higher than unity. 

60.3. Please make the same calculation to show the rate impacts for a rate of implementation at 2% 
per year. 

60.4. Please make the same calculation for a rate of implementation at 3% per year. 

61. Reference: Exhibit B-1-1-1page13-20 and BC Clean Energy Act 

Table 13-12: Revenue to Cost and Margin to Cost Ratios 

£)0_5% ' 88.0% 

'108.3% ' 110_7% Rate 2. 1 
General (Small Commercial Service 
Rate 2.2 
General (Lar e Commercial' Service 

·1·13_2% 1·18_2% 

Rate Schedule 25 
General Firn1 Trans ortation Service 

·112:1% 112.1% 

British Columbia's energy objectives 
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2 The following comprise British Columbia's energy objectives: 

(a) to achieve electricity self-sufficiency; 

(b) to take demand-side measures and to conserve energy, including the objective of the 
authority reducing its expected increase in demand for electricity by the year 2020 by at least 
66%; 

(c) to generate at least 93% of the electricity in British Columbia from clean or renewable 
resources and to build the infrastructure necessary to transmit that electricity; 

(d) to use and foster the development in British Columbia of innovative technologies that 
support energy conservation and efficiency and the use of clean or renewable resources; 

( e) to ensure the authority's ratepayers receive the benefits of the heritage assets and to 
ensure the benefits of the heritage contract under the BC Hydro Public Power Legacy and 
Heritage Contract Act continue to accrue to the authority's ratepayers; 

(t) to ensure the authority's rates remain among the most competitive of rates charged by 
public utilities in N01ih America; 
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(g) to reduce BC greenhouse gas emissions 

(i) by 2012 and for each subsequent calendar year to at least 6% less than the level 
of those emissions in 2007, 

(ii) by 2016 and for each subsequent calendar year to at least 18% less than the 
level of those emissions in 2007, 

(iii) by 2020 and for each subsequent calendar year to at least 33% less than the 
level of those emissions in 2007, 

(iv) by 2050 and for each subsequent calendar year to at least 80% less than the 
level of those emissions in 2007, and 

(v) by such other amounts as determined under the Greenhouse Gas Reduction 
Targets Act; 

(h) to encourage the switching from one kind of energy source or use to another that 
decreases greenhouse gas emissions in British Columbia; 

(i) to encourage communities to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and use energy efficiently; 

U) to reduce waste by encouraging the use of waste heat, biogas and biomass; 

(k) to encourage economic development and the creation and retention of jobs; 

(1) to foster the development of first nation and rural communities through the use and 
development of clean or renewable resources; 

(m) to maximize the value, including the incremental value of the resources being clean or 
renewable resources, of British Columbia's generation and transmission assets for the benefit 
of British Columbia; 

(n) to be a net expo1ier of electricity from clean or renewable resources with the intention of 
benefiting all British Columbians and reducing greenhouse gas emissions in regions in which 
British Columbia trades electricity while protecting the interests of persons who receive or 
may receive service in British Columbia; 

( o) to achieve British Columbia's energy objectives without the use of nuclear power; 

(p) to ensure the commission, under the Utilities Commission Act, continues to regulate the 
authority with respect to domestic rates but not with respect to expenditures for export, 
except as provided by this Act. 

61.1. Please confirm that BC's Clean Energy Act, Section 2 Objectives, 2(g), 2(h) and 2(i) would 
supp01i the provision of rates for natural gas that have revenue to cost ratios of one. 
61.1.1. If not confirmed, please explain why not. 

62. Exhibit B-1-1, page 13-23 and 13-24 
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There is a low percentage of residential and commercial customers that benefit from the 
declining rates. This is because the majority of Fort Nelson's customers do not consume more 
than the minimum usage block per month and therefore are never billed under the second lower 
rate block. The result is that for the majority of Fort Nelson customers the current declining block 
rate structure is effectively the same as a fl<:it rate. 

The graph below provides the percentage of residential customers with more than 30 GJ 
consumption in each month of the year. 
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As can be seen from the two graphs above, approximately 1 er.;1o of residential customers and 
5%:i or less (i.e.24 or less) of the cornmercial customers in the coldest months of the year 
consume more than the minimum threshold for the second r<'.lte block in any month. In other 
words, the majority of residential and commercial customers are effectively paying a flnt mte 
from the first block. 

62.1. Did FEI consider altering the minimum usage block threshold for either residential or 
commercial customers, so that more customers could participate? Please explain. 

63. Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, page 13-31 

13.5.4.4 Bill Impact Analysis 

Any rnte design proposal should consider the bill impact to customers and should be 
implemented in a way that minimizes the potential for rate shock. The analysis of residential 
customers' bill impact can be separated into two steps: 

(1) the bill impact due to a transition from bundled declining block r<Jtes with a minimum -
daily charge to an unbundled flat rate structure with a daily Basic Charge; ;:md 

(2) the impact from rebalancing and chm1ges caused by rate design proposals in other 
rates/rate schedules ;:is discussed in section 13.7.1.4. 

63 .1. Please confirm that the definition of 'rate shock' would not change from customer group to 
customer group. 
63 .1.1. If not confinned, please elaborate on FEI' s views as to how rate shock should be 

defined for each customer group. 

64. Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, page 13-38 and page 13-40 

Third, the Fort Nelson threshold of 6,000 GJ!year is not consistent with the 2,000 GJ/year 
threshold utilized for commercic:ll customers for FEl's other service meas. It is also higher than 
the threshold selected by five other Canadian utilities that were reviewed. As noted in Section 
8.3, FEI conducted a review of other C;:inadian utilities and found that the threshold for small 
commercial customers ranged from 4'1fl GJ/yem for <3az Metro to 5,500 GJ for Pacific No1ihern 
<3as (PNG). The G,000 GJ threshold used for Fort Nelson is outside the range selected by 
these utilities. The Multi-Jurisdiction;:il Review of Rates study is provided in Appendix 8. 

Finally, moving the threshold from 6,000 GJ/year to 2,000 GJ/yec:ir would not be overly 
disruptive to existing customers. It would only cm1se an estimated ti small commerclc:il 
customers to migrate to the lmge commercial rate. These migrating customers will receive a 
minor rate reduction clue to the lower rates offered in Rate 2.2 as shown in Section 13.5.5.4 
below. 

For consistency wltll tl1e customer segmentation employed in FEl's other service areas. FEI 
proposes to set t11e t11rest1old for Fort Nelson's RS 2. l und Rate 2.2 at a normulized 2,000 GJ 
per yem. The impact of t11is cl1ange is cHscussed furtl1er IJelovv. 

64.1. What is the value of achieving consistency with the threshold utilized for commercial 
customers in FEI's other service areas, and with other Canadian utilities? Please explain. 
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65. Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, page 13-39 
The differentiation in the load factors, whether the threshold is 6,000 GJ/year or 2,000 GJ/year, 
provides evidentiary support for having a small and large commercial rate class, but the results 
do not lead to iJ preference for a threshold level. The results from Figure 13-14 above also do 
not provide 3 clear point at which to differentiate small and lurge commercial customers; 
however, visually, a differentiation would be appropriate that is somewhere within the range of 
1,500 CiJ to 2,000 GJ/year. 

65.1. Please confirm that Load Factor is relevant in cost causation, and customers with higher load 
factors generally cause prop01iionally lower costs than those customers with lower load 
factors. 
65.1.1. If not confirmed, please explain why not. 

65.2. Would it be appropriate for FEI to distinguish customers based on load factor rather than 
consumption volume? Please explain why or why not. 
65 .2.1. If it would be appropriate, did FEI consider such an option? Please explain and 

elaborate on why FEI did not select this option. 
65.3. If PEI were to distinguish large commercial from small commercial based on Load Factor, 

what would FEI consider as the appropriate threshold to distinguish small commercial from 
large commercial. Please explain why. 
65.3.1. Please provide an overview of the magnitude of the impacts that an adjustment to 

FEI's identified Load Factor threshold could be expected to have on customer bills 
and on other customers, if any. 

66. Reference: Exhibit B-1-1page13-41 

Table 13-20: Comparison between Small & Large Commercial using 6000 GJ Threshold 

Average Customer-related Cost! Customer I 

Cost I GJ $2.291 

The customer weighting factor is the reltltive cost of metering/measurement devices and service 
lines to serve comrnercitll customers cornpmed to_ residentitll customers. Tl1e higl1er weighting 
factor for Rnte 2.2 cornpnrecl to Rtlte 2.1 coupled with the average customer-reltlted cost of 
service per customer per month leacls to tt1e expectation tl1t:Jt large comrnercicil customers 
should llnve a higher Btlsic Cl1arge tllan srr1<Jll commercial custorners. 

66.1. Please provide the calculations behind the customer weighting factors. 
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67. Reference: Exhibit B-1-1-1, page 13-50 and 13-51 
Table ·t3-26: Revenue to Cost and Margin to Cost Ratios be-fore rebalancing 

The table alx:>ve shows 
reb;:ilancing propos;:ils inclt1de the follov.lng ndjustmen!s to revenue responsibility: 

~ foll-owina tcible presents the rebahincina anxiunis ;:ind Revenue to Cost (;:ind Maroin to ,\ 

The foll-owin•;i table presents the reba!a'lcing anuunts and Revenue to Cost (and Margin to •', 
1, 

Cost) ratos ;:ifter reba!ondng. ',', 
I\ 

Table ·13-27: Reve_.nue to Cost and Margin to Co"St Ratios after rebalanc:ing 
1
1\ 

" I 

IQf.2'-1, ~1J7,2'ti 109.~% 

'I 14.E·% 116 0) -32% }1)9.9% 1126% 
ce 

111.G'~ ~·; 11 ~ U% 

Fort Melson rates must be adiuste-d to account for the shrft in revenue responsibility. For Rate l, 
FEI V1HI increase the 8;Jsic Charge to $0.J.C'.:~; E_Jer day S<l that the :iethousan<l in revenue shift 
is recovered from all residential customers equally. FEI cl11::ise to collect ;;ill of the revenue shift 
through the Rate 1 Brisic Charge bec,1use the lowest consuming customers receive the greate-.:,t 
rate redu-ctions to their annual bills through the unbundling of Fort Nelson residential mtes. 
Bef-ore rel;alancing ci customer with annual consumption of 34 GJ (one quarter of the average} 
wll e . .:penence a 7% decrease to their annual bill. By applying the ad1Li:::,tn-.ent Cfliy to the Basic 
Chctrge, FEI nY-lderates the decrease to lower consuming customers making the adiustments 
more equit3ble between iow and high consurnern in Rate 1. Thi::> eiloo results in Fort Nelson 
collecting more of its customer-related charges through the Basic Charge. Fort Me!:son v.~11 

collect 3pproximately ;S% of its revenue from Rate 1 through the Basic Charqe the customer
related costs in the CO.SA 

The following figure illw:;tmtes Rate 1 custcrner bi!! 1mpricts from air changes including 
unbundling and rebalancing_ Each pc-;nt oo the graph is an individual cust<xner. 

I 
I 
I 

67 .1. Please provide the costs that would need to be transferred to RS 1 in order to bring the 
revenue to cost ratios to within a range of reasonableness of +/-5%. 
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67.2. What opportunities are there for rate rebalancing in the future other than the current 
proceeding? 
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